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A CK N O WLED GEM EN TS
This fi fth part of the Bees,Wasps and Ants Provisional At las is again the result of much
hard work by many people.Again, t he species for this At las were carefully selected by
Target Species Coordinator, Stuart Roberts, together with the following specialist
group compilers:
Geof Allen (Sphecidae and Crabronidae); Michael Archer (Chrysididae); Graham
Collins (Pompilidae); Mike Edwards (Apidae); George Else (Apidae); Simon Hoy
(Formicidae);Adrian Knowles (Sphecidae and Crabronidae); Brian Nelson (all groups
from Nor thern Ireland); Glenda Or ledge (Formicidae); John Pontin (Formicidae); Colm
Ronayne (all groups from the Irish Republic); Matt hew Smith (Sphecidae and
Crabronidae).
The species profi les writ ten by the compilers have been edited by Robin Edwards
(BWARS) and Gavin Broad (BRC).
Next must be mentioned the large number of entomologists and naturalists who
submitted records for the target species, and last, but by no means least , Stuart
Robert s has also undertaken the huge task of checking all the data and producing t he
maps.These were drawn on computer using t he D MAP mapping package developed by
Alan J. Mor ton.
Our thanks go to all these contributors.
In addition, special thanks go to Jim O'Connor of t he Nat ional Museum of Ireland,
Dublin, and Colm Ronayne for checking and updat ing most of the records from Ireland.
Also, we thank Mart in Speight of the Nat ional Parks and W ildlife Service, Dublin, and
Robert Nash and Brian Nelson of the Ulst er Museum, Belfast , for their help with
records from Ireland.
We are specially indebted to The Trustees of T he N atural History Museum, London,
and the Curator of the Hope Entomo logical Collections, Oxford, who have made t heir
collections of aculeates available for study by our recorders.
The completed draft was read in its entirety by Mike Edwards, George Else and Stuart
Roberts (BWARS).The Edito rs are grateful for their help in reducing errors to a
minumum.
Finally, we are indebted to Henry Ar nold at the Biological Records Centre, CEH Monks
Wood and Julie Gaunt at CEI-1 Directorate for producing maps, computer sett ing,
printing and distribut ing the At las.
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I N TR OD UCTI ON
Four parts of the Provisional At las have been published so far :
Part 1 with 55 species (Edwards 1997);
Part 2 with 55 species (Edwards 1998);
Part 3 with 60 species in 59 maps (Edwards & Telfer 2001);
Part 4 with 55 species (Edwards & Telfer 2002).
W ith this fi ft h part , another 60 species are added, taking t he total number
mapped to 285 The at las coverage by family is shown in Table  I.
Table I .  Breakdown of the British and Irish aculeate fauna by family, showing the
coverage of the fi rst fi ve parts of the at las. Figures based on the BWARS checklist of
May 2004.
Family Total no. No. spp No. left
of spp mapped to map
Dryinidae 34 0 34
Embolemidae 1 I 0
Bethylidae 22 2 20
Chrysididae 33 17 16
Tiphiidae 3 3 0
Mutillidae 3 3 0
Sapygidae 2 2 0
Scoliidae 1 0 I
Formicidae 66 22 44
Pompilidae 44 27 17
Vespidae 34 31 3
Sphecidae 7 4 3
Crabronidae 122 75 47
Apidae 269 98 171
Tot al 64 1 285 356
á
S YS TEM A TI C LI S T OF SP E CIES M AP P ED
The classifi cat ion here is as used in the 2004 BWARS checklist .Map numbers are given
for each species.
HYMENO PT ERA ACU LEATA
CHRYSID O ID EA
CH RYSIDIDA E
Elarnpinae
226
227
228
229
230
231
Chrysidinae
232
V ESPO ID EA
FO RMICIDA E
Formicinae
233
234
235
236
237
PO MPILIDA E
Pepsinae
238
239
240
A POIDEA
CRA BRON IDA E
Laminae
24 1
Elampus panzeri
Oma lus aeneus
Omalus punctk ollis
Philoctetes truncatus
Pseudomalus auratus
Pseudomalus violaceus
Pseudospinofi a neglecta
Formica cunicularia
Formica fusca
Formica lemani
Formica pratensis
Formica sanguinea
Dipogon bifasciatus
Dipogon subintermedius
Dipogon variegatus
Nitela borealis
242  Nitela lucens
Crabroninae
243  Crossocerus distinguendus
244  Crossocerus elongatulus
Pemphredoninae
245 Mimesa  bicolor
246  Mimesa bruxellensis
247  Mimesa equestris
248
 Mimesa lutaria
249
 Mimumesa atratina
250
 Mimumesa dahlbomi
251
 Mimumesa  littoralis
252
 Mimumesa spooneri
253
 Mimumesa unicolor
254
 Psen ater
Nyssoninae
255
 Bembix rostrata
A PIDA E
Andre ninae
256
 Andrena coitana
257
 Andrena fucata
258
 Antirena fulva
259
 Andrena labiata
260
 Andrew) lapponica
261
 Andrena tarsata
Halictinae
262
 Haki m eurygnathus
263
 Hafi ctus maculatus
264
 Hafi ctus rubicundus
265
 Lasioglossum cupromicans
266
 Lasioglossum  laticeps
267
 Lasioglossum leucopus
268
 Lasioglossum malachurum
269
 Lasioglossum  morio
270
 Lasioglossum pauxillum
271 Lasioglossum  rufitarse
272
 Lasioglossum smeathmanellum
273 Sphecodes  gibbus
Megachilinae
274
 Osmia caerulescens
275
 Osmia S iam)
Apinae
276
 Nomada guttulata
277 Nomoda obtusifrons
278
 Nomada roberjeotiana
279
 Nomada signata
280
 Bombus bohemicus
28 1
 Bombus lapidarius
282
 Bombus monticola
283
 Bombus muscorum
284
 Bombus pascuorum
285 Bombus yestalis
DI STR I B UTI ON MA P S A N D SP E CIE S
P R OFI LE S
Maps 226 to 285 show the recorded distribution of the individual species. Records are
presented for three recording periods:
•
before 1900
O 1900 - 1969
• 1970 - May 2004.
It should be mentioned here that plus signs and open circles do not necessarily mean
that the species has declined since 1900 or I 969.They may indicate t hat the locality
has not been visited, or that the species was not looked for.
SPECIES PRO FILES
Threat statuses (for Britain only) were identifi ed for some species in t he  British Red
Data  Book (RDB) (Shin 1987), in which the data sheets for aculeate Hymenoptera
were compiled by G R Else and the late G M Spooner. Some of these RDB statuses
were proposed for revision by Falk ( 199 1) in a nat ional review of scarce and
threatened aculeates; such proposed changes being prefi xed with a p - thus pRDB.
Species with rest ricted distribut ions, that failed to meet the RDB threat criteria, were
also listed by Falk ( 1991) as Notable (now referred to as Scarce).Two degrees of
Notable status were recognised - Na (thought to occur in 30 or fewer 10km squares)
and Nb (thought to occur in between 31 and 100 10km squares). For a full explanat ion
of all the RDB and Notable statuses see Ball (1994).
In the text of this At las, county names are those of t he Watsonian Vice-county system.
Plant names are given only in the vernacular form in the species profiles. Readers
requir ing scient ifi c names should turn to page 140.A11 botanical names are as given in
State (1997).
Map 226 Ela mp u s p a nz er !  (Fab ricius , 1804)
[Chr ysididae: Elampinae]
In the older literature this species was placed in the genus Notozus, where it was
known as scutellarisor constrictus. Identifi cat ion keys and general biology are given in
Morgan ( 1984) and Kunz ( 1994).
D ist r ibut io n
Devon to Kent and nor th to Westmorland and Nor th Yorkshire.
Overseas, found in Norway, Sweden, Finland, Denmark,The Netherlands, Belgium,
France, Spain, Germany, Switzerland, Italy, Poland, Hungary, nort h Africa and Palaearctic
Asia, except Arabia and Japan.
St at us  (in  Br it ain only)
This species is not regarded as being scarce or threatened.
H abit at
Occurs in the habitats of its hosts which are open sandy areas. May be abundant
around the nest ing sites of its host.
Flight per iod
June to August but usually found during July.
Parasit ic bio logy
A brood parasite on species of Mimesa (Crabronidae).
Par asit es
No information available.
Flower s v isit ed
W ild carrot has been recorded, and it regularly visits Ericaceae.
I V
M ap comp iled by:  M E Archer and S P M Roberts.
Author of profile:  M E Archer.
r .
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Map 2 27
 Om a lu s a e ne u s
 (Fab ricius , 1787)
Ident ificat ion keys and general biology are given in Krombein (1967), Morgan ( 1984)
and Kunz ( 1994). Great care must be taken when dist inguishing this species from
0. puncticollis.
D istribut ion
Devon to Kent and north to North Yorkshire.
Overseas
Europe (including Norway, Sweden, Finland, Denmark,The Netherlands, Belgium,
France, Spain, Germany, Italy, Poland, Hungary), nor th Afr ica, western Asia and Nort h
America.
St at us (in  Britain only)
This species is not regarded as being scarce or threatened.
H abit at
Found in the open habitats of its stem- and wood-nest ing hosts.
Flight per iod
May to August but usually during July, rarely during May.
Parasites
No informat ion available.
Flowers visited
Bird's-foot-t refoil, hogweed and knotweeds.
12
[Chr ysididlae:  Elam pinae]
Parasit ic  bi ology
A brood parasite on species of Crabronidae, subfamily Pemphredoninae, including the
genera  Psen, Psenulus, Pernphredon,  and Passa/oecus.The parasite over-winters as a
diapausing larva, pupat ing in the late spring.
M ap comp iled by: H  E Archer and S P H Roberts.
Author of profile: H  E Archer
00 0 0
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Ma p 228  Om a lu s p u nctico llis  (Mocs l ry, 1887)
[Chr ysidiclae: Elam p inae]
Identificat ion keys and general biology are given in Spooner ( 1954), Morgan ( 1984), Falk
( 1991) and Kunz (1994).
Kimsey and Bohart ( 1990) t reat 0. puncticollis as a variety of 0. aeneus (Fabricius), as do
some other authorities.The specimens from Yorkshire, named as 0. aeneus, could
therefore be considered as showing characters intermediate between 0. aeneus and
0. puncticollis. Similarly, Shaw's ( 1998) Scott ish specimen named 0. punctk ollis, could also
be an intermediate form. However, specimens recorded from south of Yorkshire are
always clearly 0. aeneus or 0. puncticollis.
Dist r ibut ion
Scarce from South Devon to West Kent, nor th to Denbighshire, Staf ordshire,
W arwickshire, Cambridgeshire and Norfolk.There is also an isolated record from
Scotland (Dalkeith, Midlothian) (Shaw, 1998).
Overseas, the species is oft en t reated as a variety of 0. aeneus when found in Europe
(including The Netherlands, Belgium, France, Spain, Germany, Switzerland and Italy),
north Africa and western Asia.
St at us (in Br it ain only )
This species is regarded as being Rare in Shirt ( 1987) and as Notable A by Falk ( 1991).
Habitat
Found in the open habitats of its stem-, gall- and wood-nest ing hosts.
Flight per iod
Usually July, but also June and August.
Parasitic biology
Unknown, but probably a brood parasitoid on small stem- and wood-nest ing sphecid
wasps.
Flowe rs visit ed
Devil's-bit scabious.
Parasites
No informat ion available.
mapcomp iled by:  M E Archer and S P M Roberts.
Aut hor of profi le:  M E Archer.
o •
0 0
S.
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Map 229 P h iloc te te s t ru nca tu s (Dahlbom, 1831)
[Ch r ysididae: Elam pinae]
Previously known as Omalus truncatus. Ident ifi cat ion keys and general biology are given
in Spooner (1954), Morgan ( 1984), Falk (199 1) and Kunz ( 1994).
D istribution
Very rare, with only fi ve records t raced, all from southern England: Dorset (nineteenth
century), Berkshi re ( 1901), Essex ( I 906), Surrey (1910), Herefordshi re ( 1983).
Overseas, t he wasp occurs in Norway, Sweden, Denmark,The Netherlands, Belgium,
France, Spain, Germany, Italy, Poland, Hungary, western Asia and nort h Afr ica.
Status ( in Britain only)
This species is listed in both Shirt (1987) and Falk ( 1991) as Endangered, RDBI.
H abitat
Probably associated with habitats containing dead wood and hollow stems in sunny,
warm situat ions.
Fl ight per iod
The few records available are from June and July.
Parasit ic biology
Unknown, but associated overseas with t he genus Diodontus (Kunz, 1994).
Flowers visited
No Br itish informat ion found; overseas, swept from Apiaceae.
Parasites
No specifi c informat ion found.
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mapcomp iled by:  M E Archer and S P M Roberts.
Aut hor of profi le:  M E Archer.
0 0
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Map 230 P s e u d o m a lu s a u r a tu s  (Linnaeus, 1758)
[Ch r ys id id ac : Ela m p in ad
This species was previously placed in the genus  Oma lus.  Identifi cat ion keys and general
biology are given in Spooner ( 1954), Danks ( 1971), Morgan ( 1984) and Kunz ( 1994).
D ist r ibut ion
W idespread from Cornwall to Kent and nor th to Westmor land and North Yorkshire.
There are isolated records from Scot land (Fifeshire and Moray (the river Spey, near
Fochabers; Shaw 1998)).Also from t he east coast of Ireland, and the Channel Islands.
Overseas, t he wasp occurs in Europe (including Norway, Sweden, Finland, Denmark,
Belgium, France, Spain, Germany, Italy, Poland, Hungary, former Yugoslavia and Greece),
north Af rica, and Asia (including Russia (Daghestan), Manchuria, Korea and Japan).There
have been some introduct ions into the USA.
St at us (in Br it ain only )
This species is not regarded as being scarce or threatened.
H abitat
Found in t he open habitats of its stem- and wood-nest ing hosts. Usually associated with
bramble, but also apple, elder, loganberry, oak, peach, raspberry, rose and willow.
Flight per iod
Usually June to August, but also May and September and rarely April and October
Danks ( 1971) found that the mean emergence date of eleven males was 23 June, a few
days earlier than the mean emergence date of 27 June for 17 females.
Parasit ic biology
Probably a parasitoid on small stem- and wood-nest ing sphecid wasps, although Danks
( 1971) apparently found it to be a cleptoparasite. It is known to use the following
hosts:  Pemphredon lethifera,  P.  inornata, Passaloecus grata , Rhopalum coorctatum  and
Trypoxylon spp. Univolt ine in southern England, but if there is a second generat ion of its
host , the chrysidid emerges the following year (Danks 1971).
Flower s visit ed
Apiaceae (including wild angelica and wild carrot) and mint .
Parasit es
Berland and Bernard (1938) give information about chalcid and ichneumonid parasites
of this wasp in mainland Europe.
18
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map comp iled by: Ni  E Archer, S P M Roberts.
Author of p rofi le:  M E Archer
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M a p 2 3 1 P s e u d o m a lu s v io la ce u s (Scopoll, 1763)
[Chr ysididae: Elam p inae]
Previously known as  Omalus violaceus.  Ident ifi cat ion keys and general biology are given
in Spooner (1954), Morgan ( 1984), Falk (1991) and Kunz ( 1994).
Dist r ibut ion
Scarce, from South Devon to Kent, and nor th to Nort h-east Yorkshire.
Overseas, t he wasp occurs in Europe (including Norway, Sweden, Finland, Denmark,The
Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, France, Spain, Germany, Italy, Poland, Hungary) and
Asia (including Manchuria and Siberia).
Status ( in Britain only)
This species was regarded as being Notable B (now Scarce B) by Falk ( 1991).
Habit at
Oft en associated with gardens and habitats with dead wood including lowland
heathland, coastal sand dunes, lowland wood pasture and parkland, fen marsh and
swamp, and lowland dry acid grassland.
Flight per iod
Usually June to August, sometimes May, rarely April and September.
Parasit ic biology
This species is a parasitoid of the larvae of small aerial-nest ing sphecid wasps including
Pemphredon  lugubris  and  Passaloecus corniger.
Flower s v isit ed
Great burnet.
Parasites
No specifi c informat ion found.
20
map compiled by:  M EArcher and S P M Rober ts.
Author  of profi le: M Archer.
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M ap 232  P s e u d o sp ino lia neg le c ta (Shuckard, 1836)
[Ch r ysididae: Chr ysidinae]
Previously known as  Spinofi a neglecta.  Ident ifi cat ion keys and general biology are given in
Chapman ( 1869 and 1871), Morgan ( 1984) and Kunz ( 1994).
D ist r ibut ion
Rare. From East Cornwall to Kent, and north to Cardiganshire, Denbighshire,
Not tinghamshire and West Norfolk.
Overseas, the wasp occurs in Europe (including Sweden, Finland, Denmark,The
Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, France, Spain, Germany, Italy, Poland and Hungary);
Asia; USA west of Colorado, and Canada west of Ontario.
St at us (in Br it ain only )
Work for this At las has shown that its current status as being neither scarce nor
threatened may require re-evaluat ion.
H abit at
Usually associated with vert ical faces of hard earth used as nest ing sites by its host
Habitats include lowland heathland, maritime clif s and slopes, coastal sand dunes and
lowland dry acid grassland.
Flight per iod
Mainly during June, but also May and July, rarely August and September.
Parasitic biology
Cleptoparasitic on  Odynerus  spinipes and probably other species of  Odynerus.
Flowers visit ed
Crown daisy, hawkweeds and yarrow.
Parasites
No specifi c informat ion found.
22
M ap comp iled by:  M E Archer and $ P M Robert s.
Author of profi le:  M E Archer.
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Map 233 Fo r m ica cu nicu la r ia Latre ille 1798
[Formicidae: Formicinae]
This species was taxonomically confused as a variety of Formica  fusca  L. or as a
synonym of  F. rufi barbis  unt il revised by Yarrow (1954).  Formica cunicularia  includes two
variety names of  F. fusca:  vars. glebaria  and  rubescens  given to workers which are not
ent irely black as is typical of  F. fusca,  but which have some red on the sides of the head
(gfebaria)  or with reddish legs and t horax as well  (rubescens).  They are clearly not as
shiny black when compared with  F. fusca  and are dist inguished from  F. rufibarbis  by
having not more than two (usually none) prothoracic hairs.
D ist r ibut ion
Southern England and Wales, becoming rare nor th of lat itude 52°. Channel Islands.
Overseas found throughout Europe except for most of Scandinavia nor th of cent ral
Denmark, and southern Spain.To the east , it occurs in an area from Poland to the Urals
(Czechowski et  al.  2002), and across the former USSR south of the Black Sea as far as
the Caspian.
St at us (in Br it ain only )
This species is not regarded as being scarce or t hreatened.
H abit at and nest sit es
Shade intolerant (see Pontin 1996) and most abundant on coastal sites.A lso on heaths
and downland with no clear preference for soi l type, but south-facing slopes or small
mounds are preferred. Plants with aphid populat ions above ground are valuable,
ot herw ise vegetat ion type is not crit ical provided bare ground or stones are available
to nest under. In moderately tall grass, eart hen mounds are const ructed for solaria and
nests can be moved easily if warmer sites are available. Nest dist ribution is usually away
from heavy grazing.
Food
Prey is collected, but many fl ying insects are brought in and these are presumably found
already dead. Flowers (especially Apiaceae) and ext rafl oral nectaries are visited.
Donisthorpe ( 1927) records a subterranean aphid with this species, but foraging is
typically above ground.
Reproduct ive behaviour
Sexuals are present in nests during July and often August, frequent ly only one sex in a
nest.This is typical of Formica and some other genera and may be an adaptation for
cross-mat ing. I have no records of mat ing in F.  cunicularia,  but it is likely to be similar to
that of  F. rufi barbis,  where females 'call' males and mat ing occurs near t he tops of plant
stems when t he temperature rises at around 10.00 hours.
zq
•M op compiled by: J Pontin and S P M Roberts.
Author of profile:  J Pontin.
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M ap 234 Fo r m ic a f u s ca  (Linnae us ,  1758)
[Tor tni cidae: Fon n ici nae]
This species is very similar to the next ,Formica lemani, where taxonomic and
behavioural dif erences are given.
Formica fusca is a dark-bodied species, 4-7mm long, common and widely distributed on
uncultivated land throughout Britain.
Dist r ibut ion
Formica fusca is common throughout the South Midlands and lowland Britain but has a
much more localised distribution in nor thern England, Ireland and Scotland.There is a
somewhat anomalous populat ion at Rannoch, Mid Perth where confirmed specimens
were taken by Donisthorpe in 191 2 and in more recent years by J Pontin & S Hoy.
Flourishing colonies were present on lower slopes of rough grazed meadow in 1996.
Other populat ions are known from Tiree, Eigg and other south western islands and on
mainland Kintyre, South Galloway and very locally on sheltered banks as far north as
Torr idon (Collingwood I961).The species also occurs in the Channel Islands, the Isles
of Scilly, Lundy and the Isle of Man.
St at us (in Br it ain only )
Not listed in Shir t (1987) or by Falk ( 1991).There is no not iceable decline in this
species which continues to fl ourish in all its known habitats.
H abitat
Nests are sited in open woodland, woodland verges, heaths and moor land.
Flight per iod
W inged queens and males appear in July and August. Individuals disperse from the
parent nest sporadically and mat ing occurs on the ground. New nests are started by
individual queens.
Foraging behaviour
W orkers forage individually.They are predators on other insects and take aphid honey
dew. F fi sca is oft en to be seen ascending t rees - but individually, not in close columns.
N est ing bio logy
The ants nest under stones and in t ree stumps under loose bark. F. firsca occasionally
builds earth nests, and both species also nest in turfy banks.F fusca has single nests
usually with single queens. Individual established nests may have up to a thousand
workers.
26
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Par asit es and predat ors
F. fusca  colonies are subject to raiding by  Formica sanguinea  in localities where that
species occurs. No commensal ant species are known but beet les of the genera
Atemeles, Zyras  and a few others are occasionally present. Both  F. fusca  and  F. lemani  are
known to accept F. exsecta queens in Britain. Mixed nests of  F. Tufa  queens, very small
workers and a number of host F fusca workers are occasionally recorded.
M aps compiled by:  G  M Orledge, P A Smith and S P M Roberts.
Author of  profile:  C A Collingwood.
Editor's  note.  The or iginal profi le combined the two species  F. ft isca  and  F. lemani  but this
has been split to follow the At las style.
27
M ap 235 F o r m ica lema ni Bondroit , 1917
[For mi cidae: For micinae]
This species is very similar in appearance, size (4-7 mm) and nest ing habits to Formica
fusca, but was fi rmly described and keyed by Yarrow in I 954.Workers differ from those
of F. fusca by the presence of short stubby hairs on t he promesonotal dorsum which is
usually bare in F. fi nal, and there are good diagnost ic dif erences in males and queens
(Skinner & Allen 1990).
D ist ribut ion
Formica lemon! is abundant on high moorland in south-west England - Bodmin,
Dart moor, Exmoor, Mendips and Blackdown - and on uncultivated land throughout
Wales, nort hern England and Scot land as far as Hoy in Orkney. Except ing a doubtful
record from Horsell Common, Surrey, it appears to be absent from the count ies of
south-east England - Hampshire and the Isle of W ight to Kent, Bedford and
Northampton. Occasionally F. fi nal and F. lemani have been found in close juxtaposit ion
in t he same habitat, but although dorsal hairs are sometimes sparse in a few worker
samples, no t rue hybrids have been recognised.
Status ( in Britain only)
Not listed in Shirt ( 1987) or by Falk ( 199 1).There is no decline in this species which
continues to do well in its known locat ions.
H abitat
Nests are sited in open woodland, woodland verges, heaths and moorland.
Flight per iod
W inged queens and males appear in July and August. Individuals disperse from the
parent nest sporadically and mating occurs on the ground. New nests are start ed by
individual queens.
Foraging behaviour
Workers forage individually.They are predators on other insects. In Yorkshire an
experiment on biological control of bracken was ruined by F. lemon! workers dest roying
an introduced populat ion of bracken-feeding caterpillars!This species also seeks out
aphid honey dew.
N est ing biology
The ants nest under stones and in t ree st umps under loose bark, but F. lemani may
somet imes nest in turfy banks. F. lemani usually has a number of queens in a nest and
on favourable sites may develop a large populat ion of interconnected nests. Individual
established nests may have up to a t housand workers.
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M ap comp iled by:  G M Orledge, P A Smith and S P M Roberts.
Aut hor of profi le:  C A Collingwood.
Parasites and predators
This species is also subject to raiding by  Formica sanguinea  in localities where that
species occurs. Commensal insects are similar to those found with  F. fusca. F. lemani  in
some areas is parasit ised by Microdon flies, and in nor th Europe is somet imes found
with  F. lugubris  queens and workers. F. lemani are also known to accept  F. exsecta  queens
in Britain.
Editor's  note. The or iginal profile combined the two species  F. li m a  and  F. lemon!  but
this has been split by the editor to follow the At las style.
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M ap 236 F o n n ic a p r a te n s is  Retzius, 1783
[Formicidae: For m i ci nad
One of the mound-building 'wood ants'  (Formica  s. str ), F. pratensis has always been the
least frequently recorded species of this group in Britain. The confused nomenclature
of the four British representat ives of this group, and the morphological dist inct ions
between them, have been considered by Yarrow (1955). In Europe, two forms of
pratensis may be recognised (Kutter 1977; Seifert 1996).A lthough t hese have been
treated as separate species  (F. pratensis  and  F. nigricans)  by some authors, Bolton ( 1995)
and Seifert (1996) include t hem both in  F. pratensis.
D ist r ibut io n
On the Brit ish mainland,  F. pratensis  has been recorded only from the Bournemouth
area and Dorset heathland near Wareham. It occurs on the Channel Islands, but is
absent from Ireland.
Elsewhere, it is known from Portugal to central Asia, and from central Sweden to
central Italy (Collingwood 1979).
Status (in Britain only)
Listed as Endangered in Shirt ( 1987) and by Falk (1991), and now probably ext inct on
the British mainland.  Formica  pratensis was discovered near Bournemouth in 1864, and
early records suggest t hat it may have been common in this area (Yarrow I955).The
last known nest, near Wareham, died out in 1987. Factors contribut ing to this ant's
decline appear to have been habitat loss, and compet ition from  F. mfa  associated with
changing land use.
H abit at
Nests occur typically in dry scrubby heathland, meadows, hedgerows and grassy
roadsides, and occasionally in woodland where  F. rufa  is absent In the Channel Islands,
nests occur on scrubby clif slopes, oft en at the edges of the coast paths.
N est ing biology
Nest mounds are generally smaller and flatter than t hose of other wood ants, and
composed of coarser materials, including plant fragments, soil part icles and small
pebbles. Most nests exist in isolat ion, but interconnected groups also occur Each nest
has only one or a few queens. New nests may be formed by the budding of an exist ing
nest, or by temporary social parasit ism. In the latter case, a newly-mated female enters
an established nest of anot her  Formica  species and becomes the exclusive egg-layer
after eliminat ing the resident queen.  Formica pratensis  uses both  F. cunicularia  and
F fusca  in this way (Donisthorpe 1927; Seifert 1996).
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Flight per iod
W inged males and females can be present in nests from May to September Pamilo &
Rosengren ( I 983) and Seifert ( I 996) suggest that this unusually extended period
refl ects the product ion of two separate generat ions of these castes in a single season.
Mat ing flights typically occur on sult ry days and during the morning.
Foraging behaviour
Foraging workers follow pheromone trails leading from the nest mound. They prey on
arthropods, and collect aphid honeydew and fl oral nectar
M ap compiled by:  G M Or ledge and S P M Roberts.
Author  of  profile:  G M Orledge
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M ap 2 37  Fo r m ic a s a ng u ine a Latre ille , 1798
[Form ici dae: For m icinae]
This is one of eleven Brit ish ant species in the genus  Formica  but it is the only one of
t he sub-genus  Raptiformica.  This is a predominant ly Nearctic group and F.  sanguinea  is
the only species  with a Palaearctic distribut ion. Superficially similar to Wood ants of the
Formica rufa-group, F.  sanguinea  is dist inguished by being the only Brit ish  Formica
showing dulot ic behaviour It is commonly known as the Blood-red Slave-making or
Robber ant This reflects its habit of raiding nests of other ants, part icularly those in the
Formica fusca-group (Serviformica)  and removing their larvae and pupae. Some are eaten
but others are raised in the parent nest as auxiliary workers. In the fi eld, large workers
of F.  sanguinea  (reaching 9mm) are characterist ically bright red with slate grey gasters.
They may be dist inguished from Wood ants by a median anterior notch in their clypeus
and the fact that they seldom raise their gaster forward between their legs to eject
formic acid. Gynes are similar to the workers, and males are dist inguishable from those
of other  Formica  species by their prominent mandibular dent ition as well as an excised
clypeal border.
Dist r ibut ion
F.  sanguinea  has a disjunct Brit ish distribut ion, predominat ing in southern England and
cent ral Scot land, with scat tered records on t he Welsh borders. It is not found in
Ireland. It s southern distribut ion is closely aligned to sandy soil geology, part icularly the
Lower Greensands and Bagshot Beds of Surrey, Sussex and Hampshire. In Scotland it is
mainly found around t he Spey and Dee valleys.
Stat us (in  Britain only)
Not listed in Shirt (1987), but Falk ( 1991) classifi ed it as Nat ionally Scarce (Nb).
However, in suitable habitats it may be locally abundant It appears to be declining in
t he W yre Forest and is only occasionally found in the New Forest
Habit at
As this ant prefers sandy soils, it tends to occur on heathland or in open woodland. It
occasionally occurs on open heath but favours that bordering pine woodland.
Flight per iod
Alate gynes and males appear in July and early August.There is no nuptial flight; instead
sexuals emerge sporadically and usually mate in or close to the parent nest .
Foraging behaviour
Workers are predacious and scavengers on other invert ebrates; they also tend
Homoptera on t rees and bushes for their honeydew.The ants usually forage
individually although nest-mates may be recruited to a large food source, part icularly
the nests of ot her ants which are often raided en-masse.
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Mop compiledby:  S P Hoy, G Orledge and S P H Roberts.
Author  of profile:  S P Hoy.
Nest ing biology
Usually nests in a stump or log, under stones or in a bank. It rarely builds a prominent
nest mound. Nests are founded by colony fi ssion or by temporary social parasit ism in
which mated queens either rejoin their own colony or secure acceptance in t he nest
of another Formica species, usually of the  F.  fusca-group.
Parasit es
F. sanguinea  is itself dulotic but no parasitic ant species are known to be associated with
it; occasional commensal  Leptothorax  and  Temnothorax  ants may occur
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M ap 2 38 D ip og o n b if a s c ia t u s (Geoffroy in Fourcroy, 1785)
[Pompi M ae: Pepsinae]
An all-black species with bifasciate wings. Ident ifi cat ion is not too diffi cult using Day
( 1988), but it should be noted that the capt ions to fi gures 40 and 42 are t ransposed.
The generic name refers to the tufts of forward-point ing br ist les on the maxilla of the
female; these are used to pack the nest entrance with old spider silk.
D istr ibut ion
Concentrated on Hampshire, Surrey and Sussex, with a few ot her records from furt her
nort h.A record from Nort h W iltshire in Falk (1991) is based on a misident ifi cat ion.
Overseas, the species is found in northern and central Europe, and eastwards to
central Asia (Wolf 1972).
Status (in Britain only)
Shirt ( 1987) and Falk ( 1991) list this species as Rare (RDB3). Current data suppor ts
this view.
H abit at
Most recent records come from wooded downland.An old record from Port land,
Dorset (Spooner 1942) presumably comes from a t reeless, rocky area.
Flight period
June to September.The species (as  Deuteragenia intermedia)  is said by Haupt (1927) to
over-winter as an adult female, but the synonymy must be quest ioned as his
descript ions of some species of the genus disagree wit h Brit ish examples (e.g. Perkins
1930, in which  bifasciatus  is considered a separate species not recorded from Britain).
The phenology of British captures does lit tle to suppor t the suggestion of hibernat ion
in the adult stage.
Prey collected
The prey consist of spiders of the family Thomisidae (crab spiders); Xysticus  cristatus  is
mentioned by Currie ( 1950).
N est ing biology
Nests are usually made in old insect burrows in dead wood, but cavit ies in walls and
rocks may also be used. Several cells are made, separated from each other by chewed
wood held together with spider silk.The nest entrance is also closed with chewed
wood.
Flowers visited
No informat ion available. Most records are of adults running about on t ree t runks; also
from Malaise and flight intercept ion t raps.
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Parasites
No information available.
0 0
M ap compiled by:  G A Collins and S P M Roberts.
Author of profile:  G A Collins.
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Map 239 D ip og o n s u b inte r m ed iu s  (Mag re tti, 1886)
[Pompilidae: Pepsinae]
An all-black species with bifasciate wings. It most resembles  Dipogon bifasciotus  from
which it may be told in the female by the short er antenna; the third segment being
about equal in length to the scape and subequal to the fourth.The male has crenulate
antennae and a subgenital plate with short hairs medially.
Distr ibut ion
W idely dist ributed in England especially in the east , very local in Wales, and limited to a
small area in Scotland. It is apparent ly unrecorded from Ireland.
Overseas, it occurs in central and eastern Europe and east to Mongolia (Wolf 1972).
Status (in Britain only)
This species is not regarded as being scarce or threatened.
Habit at
This wasp is a species favouring woodland and hedgerows where dead wood provides
suitable nest ing sites and t he prey species occurs.
Flight per iod
June to September.
Prey collected
The prey is apparently exclusively the spider Segestria senoculata (Araneae:
Segest riidae). Each spider is carr ied by its spinnerets to the nest.The prey is then
malaxated.The exact purpose of this is not clearly understood but it may be a form of
"host-feeding", a practice not uncommon in ichneurnonids, in which the wasp obtains
proteins necessary for egg production; certainly this species and its congeners are
rarely, if ever, recorded visit ing flowers.
N est ing bio logy
The nest is made in exist ing cavit ies, usually crevices or old beet le holes in wood but
possibly also in walls.The cavity is sealed in part by spider's silk applied with the
female's maxillary brist les.
Flow er s v isit ed
No flower visits have been recorded.This species has been recorded running over
dead wood and from Malaise t raps.
Parasites
No informat ion available.
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M ap  240  D ip og o n va r ieg a t u s (Lin n a e u s ,  1758)
(Pomp( Pcpsinael
An all-black species with bifasciate wings. Of the three British species of Dipogon,
variegatus is easily separated in the female by its strongly-transverse propodeal
sculpture. In the male these transverse wrinkles are present but less prominent; the
subgenital plate is dist inct ive with long hairs ventrally.
Distribut ion
W idely dist ributed in England and Wales.There is one recent record from Scotland, but
only histor ic data from Ireland.
This species also occurs elsewhere in Europe and in nor th Africa (Wolf 1972).
Status (in Britain only)
This species is not regarded as being scarce or threatened.
H abit at
This wasp occurs in a wide range of open habitats - parkland, downland, heathland,
coastal sites and suburban gardens.
Flight per iod
It has been recorded from mid-May to early October.
Prey collected
In Britain the prey seems to be exclusively the spider Xysticus cristatus (=vkiticus)
(Thomisidae) (pers. obs., and in Richards & Hamm 1939).
N est ing biology
Almost any kind of exist ing cavity may be used - dead plant stems, in dead wood, in t he
mortar of old walls, and even old snail shells. Nest cavit ies are plugged with grains of
sand and other soil and plant fragments bound together with spider's silk col lected by
specialised bristles on the female's maxilla. Several cells may be const ructed if space
permits.
Flower s visit ed
Never found on fl owers (pers. comm. M Edwards).Adults have been recorded from
Malaise t raps and inside the windows of a house.
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M ap compiled by:  G  A Collins and S P M Roberts.
Author of profile:  G A Collins.
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Map 24 1  N ite la bo r ea lis  Valke ila , 1974
[Crabronidae: Lami nae]
Gayubo & Felton (2000) provide an ident ifi cat ion key to the six European  Nitela
species, as well as detailed descript ions. Felton (1987) keyed the two Brit ish species,
misidentifying  N. lucens as N.  spinolae.
Dist r ibut ion
The known dist ribut ion of this species is very restricted, ie. the ext reme south-east of
England, including East Sussex (I C Beavis pers. com.),West Kent and East Kent.
The species is very common in northern and central Europe. It is known from Finland,
The Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, France,Andorra, Spain, Germany, Switzerland,
Italy, Poland, Czech Republic,Austria, Hungary and Greece.
Also known from Tunisia,Turkey and Azerbaijan.
Stat us (in Br it ain only)
Listed as Rare (RDB3) in Shirt ( 1987) and as Insufi cient ly Known (pRDBK) by Falk
( 1991).
H abitat
Recorded in gardens and on waste ground.
Fl ight per iod
Late May to late August.
Prey collected
Females have been captured carrying nymphal psocids (Psocoptera) as prey (pers. obs.).
It is possible t hat the species will also prey on aphids.
N est ing biology
The species has been found nest ing in abandoned insect burrows in wooden posts and,
occasionally, in small holes in old walls (pers. obs.). Hollow plant stems have also been
recorded as nest sites (Lomholdt 1975-76). Males can be found running in an excited
fashion around the nest sites. Females oft en seach for new nest sites on foot rather
than by fl ight . Nothing further is known of the nest ing biology of  N. borealis.  The larva
was described by Valkeila ( 1955).
Flowers visited
No informat ion is available on fl ower visits. Specimens have been captured visiting
honeydew on t he foliage of cult ivated roses (pers. obs.).
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Parasites
No informat ion available.
M ap compiled by:  G  W Allen and S P M Robert s.
Author of profile:  G W Allen.
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Map 24 2 N ite la lu ce ns Gayubo & Felton , 2000
[Crabronidae: Lar rinae]
Misident ified as  Nitela spinolae  by Felton ( 1987).
D istr ibut ion
The species is more widely distributed t han its congener N. borealis. It occurs in south
and south-east England, including Hampshire, Berkshire, Surrey, Sussex and Kent.
Nitela lucens  is widely dist ributed from cent ral to southern Europe (part icularly in the
Iberian Peninsula). It is known from Belgium, Luxembourg, France, Spain, Portugal,
Germany, Switzerland,Aust ria, and Greece.Also known from Tunisia.
St at us ( in Br it ain only)
Listed as Rare (RDB3) in Shirt (1987) and as Insufi cient ly Known (pRDBK) by Falk
( 1991).
H abit at
Has been found in gardens, chalk grassland wit h scrub and trees, and waste land areas.
Flight per iod
Mid-May to early September.
Prey collected
Females have been captured carrying psocid nymphs (Psocoptera) as prey (pers. obs.).
It is possible that the species will also prey on aphids.
N est ing biology
The species has been found nesting in small holes in old walls, e.g. nail holes and cracks
in mortar (pers. obs.), and in abandoned insect burrows in dead wood.The nest ing
biology of  N. lucens  ot herw ise appears similar to that of  N. borealis  (q.v.).
Flower s v isit ed
No informat ion available.
Parasites
No informat ion available.
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M ap compiled by:  G W Allen and S P M Roberts.
Author  of  profile:  G W Allen.
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Map 24 3 Cr o s s o ce r u s d is t tng u e nd u s (Morow itz, A., 1866)
[Crabron idae: Crabroninae]
This species is very similar to C  elongatulus  in appearance and habits. It was formally
added to the Brit ish list by Packer ( 1981) from specimens collected in Kent during
I978.The species has also been located in slight ly older collect ions from Kent
D ist r ibut ion
Now found mainly in south-east England although recent ly collected from as far north
as N.E.Yorkshire.The species appears to be locally frequent in Kent but scarce
elsewhere.
Abroad, the species is found rather sporadically in Europe, China,Taiwan and Japan
(Lomholdt 1975-76).
St at us (in  Britain only)
Listed as Rare (RDB3) in Shirt (1987) and as Notable A in Falk (1990) (now known as
Nat ionally Scarce Na).
H abit at
As with C.  elongatulus,  found in a variety of open habitats, including scrub and woodland
edges.
Flight period
Probably bi- or mult ivolt ine; May to September.
Prey collected
The prey are small Diptera according to Lomholdt (1975-76), but Packer ( 1981)
described the use of aphids for this purpose.The full range of prey may include both.
N est ing bio logy
Nests are const ructed in the ground, but can also be found in dead wood and in soft
mortar in walls, as with C  elongatulus.
Flowers visited
No informat ion available for fl ower visits but t he species has been found visit ing
honeydew (pers. obs.).
Parasites
No infor mat ion available.
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Map  244 Cr o s s o ce r u s elo ng a tu lu s  Vander Linden , 1829
[Crabronldae: Crabron inae]
A rather variable species across its range, being given various infraspecifi c names; the
Br itish form has been referred to as subspecies proximus (Shuckard) (Richards 1980) or
propinquus (Shuckard) (Lomholdt 1975-76).
Dist r ibut ion
England,Wales and Scotland (nort h to Inverness-shire). Channel Islands.
Abroad, the species is found widely in Europe, east to the Urals, Caucasus and
Kazakhstan, and south to nort h Afr ica (Lomholdt 1975-76). Lomholdt also lists Nor th
America, regarding C. sulcus (Fox) as a synonym, but Bohart & Menke ( 1976)
considered this to be a separate species.The true C. elongotulus has been introduced to
Argentina.
Status (in Britain only)
This species is not regarded as being scarce or t hreatened.
H abit at
Found in a variety of open habitats including scrub and woodland edges (M Edwards,
pers. comm.).
Flight per iod
Probably bi- or multivoltine: found from May (in the south) or June (north) to
September.
Prey collected
The prey consists of small flies, e.g. Chloropidae, Lauxaniidae, Stratiomyidae, Empididae,
Dolichopodidae,Agromyzidae (Lomholdt 1975-76).
N est ing biology
The female usually nests in the ground, such as sandy banks. However, the species has
been found in the soft mortar of brickwork and stone walls, and even in dead wood,
e.g. posts containing beet le exit holes. Several females may share one burrow
(Lomholdt 1975-76). No data can be found on the number of prey per cell or other
details of nest ing biology.
Males may shelter from inclement weather in holes in posts (pers. obs.).
Flowers visit ed
Litt le informat ion is available although t he species has been found visiting honeydew on
leaves (pers. obs.). I. Beavis and A. Philpot t (pers. comms.) have seen it on wild carrot
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and other white umbellifers. Beavis also noted that sometimes small
aggregat ions of both sexes would hover around these fl ower heads, sett ling br iefl y.
Parasites
The miltogrammine fl y,  Macronychia  polyodon (Diptera: Sarcophagidae), has been found
to be a cleptoparasite (Lomholdt 1975-76).
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Map  24 5  M im es a b ico lo r  Jurine, 1807
K rabron idae: Pem phredoninael
A small, ground-nest ing, red and black solitary wasp.The nomenclature of this species
has been the subject of some confusion. Ident ificat ion keys are given in Yeo & Corbet
( 1995) (as  Psen bicolor);  Lomholdt ( 1984) (as  Mimesa rufa),  and Richards ( 1980) (as  Psen
bicolor). Prior to the publicat ion of a paper by Spooner in 1948 the species was
referred to as Psen  equestris,  so care is needed when citing older records of this wasp.
Dist r ibut ion
W idely recorded from scattered localities in southern Britain nor th to south Yorkshire.
Overseas, found widely distributed throughout Europe and Central Asia.
St at us  (in  Br it ain only )
Listed as Rare (RDB3) in Shirt (1987); provisionally upgraded to Vulnerable (RDB2) by
Falk ( 1991).There are very few modern records and so its status may well require
further re-evaluat ion.
Habitat
Found in a range of open habitats with light soils, such as heathland; occasionally
recorded from coastal dunes.
Fl ight per iod
Univoltine; June to September (Falk 199 1).
Prey collected
Nest burrows are stocked with a range of small homopteran bugs, usually leafhoppers
of the family Cicadellidae.Abroad, the species has also been known to provision cells
with plant lice (Psyllidae) (Lomholdt 1984).
N est ing biology
Nests are dug in sandy soi l in warm, sheltered situat ions. Nest ing sites such as the
uncompacted edges of paths are often ut ilised, the burrows are made in bare ground
though the nest site itself may be overhung with vegetation. Nests consist of a single
vertical unbranched burrow, 3-8 cm in length. Nest ing oft en occurs in small
aggregat ions.
Flowers visited
A wide range of Apiaceae (e.g. wild angelica, carrot, hogweed, wild parsnip) and
occasionally thist les.
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Map comp iled by: M Smith and S P M Roberts.
Author of profi le: M Smith.
Parasit es
None recorded from Britain. In Fennoscandia, Lomholdt (1984) cites the non-Brit ish
chrysidid wasp  Omalus constrictus  as a parasite.
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Map  246 M im es a b r ux e llens is  (Bondro it, 1934)
[Crabron idae: Pemphredoninae]
A small, ground-nest ing red and black solitary wasp. Ident ifi cation keys are given in
Richards ( 1980), Lomholdt ( 1984) and Yeo & Corbet (1995) .
Distr ibut ion
W idely recorded from scattered localities in southern Britain nort h to south
Lancashi re.
Overseas, recorded t hroughout Europe eastwards to t he Ukraine (Wolf 1972).
St at us (in Br it ain only)
Not listed in Shirt (1987), but given as Notable A by Falk ( 1991) and t hought to be
restricted to very few sites.The number of modern records suggest the status of this
species may need review.
Habit at
Found in a range of open habitats w ith light soils such as heathland, open woodland,
dry grassland and coastal dunes.
Flight per iod
Univolt ine; June to September, though with the peak flight period in July and August
(Falk 1991).
Prey co llect ed
Nest burrows are stocked with a range of small homopteran bugs, usually leafhoppers
of the family Cicadellidae (see Guichard 1972). Some prey species are associated with
woodland and t ree or scrub foliage, so the presence of broadleaved woodland or
established scrub may be important for this species.There is a strong associat ion with
leafhoppers found on aspen (ID Baldock, pers. comm.).
N est ing biology
Nests are dug in light soil in warm situat ions. Nests have been found at the base of
grass clumps or sometimes beneath leaf litter, so some shelter may be advantageous.
Nests consist of a single burrow, 10- 12cm in length, often occurring in small
aggregations (Guichard 1972).
Flowe rs visited
Only wild parsnip has been recorded.
Parasites
None recorded from Britain.
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Map comp iled by:  M Smith and S P M Roberts.
Author of pro f ile:  M Smith.
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Map  24 7 M im es a e q ues t r is  (Fab ricius , 1804)
[Cr ab r o n id ae : Pe m p h r ed o n in ae]
A small, ground-nest ing red and black solitary wasp. Ident ifi cat ion keys are given in
Richards ( 1980) and Yeo & Corbet ( 1995) (both as Psen equestris) and Lomholdt (1984).
D ist ribution
W idely recorded from scattered localit ies t hroughout Britain nort h to Inverness-shire.
Overseas found widely dist ributed t hroughout the Palaearctic region.
St at us (in Br it ain only )
This species is not regarded as being scarce or threatened.
H abit at
Recorded from a range of habitats, though there may be a preference for light or sandy
soils.
Flight per iod
July t o October Richards ( 1980) suggests there may be two broods, and M Edwards
(pers. comm.) confi rms t his.
Prey collected
Nest burrows are stocked with a range of small homopteran bugs, usually leafhoppers
of the family Cicadellidae.
N est ing bio logy
Nests are dug in sandy soil and the species can usually be found nest ing in
aggregat ions, often on fl at ground. Nests consist of a single vert ical burrow descending
up to 50cm into the ground, individual cells are const ructed of the main burrow in the
lower part of the nest (Lomholdt 1984).
Flower s v isit ed
None recorded for this species.
Parasites
Richards ( 1980) and M Edwards (pers. comm.) agree that t his species acts as a host for
t he mut illid wasp,  Myrmosa atra.
M ap compiled by:  M Smith and S P M Roberts.
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Map 2 4 8 M im e s a lu ta r ia  (Fab ricus , 1787)
[Crabronidae: Pemphr edon inae]
A small, ground-nest ing red and black solitary wasp. Ident ifi cat ion keys are given in
Richards ( 1980) (as  Psen lutarius),  Lomholdt ( 1984) (as  Mimesa lutaria)  and Yeo &
Corbet ( 1995) (as Fsen  Iutarius).
Dist r ibut ion
W idely recorded from scattered localities in southern Britain and nor th to south
Yorkshire.
Overseas found widely dist ributed t hroughout Europe and Asia through to Japan.
Stat us (in Br it ain only )
Not listed in Shirt ( 1987) or Falk ( 199 1).The current distribut ion map suggests that its
status should be revised.
H abit at
Found in a range of open habitats w ith light soils such as heathland; occasionally
recorded from coastal dunes.
Flight per iod
Univolt ine; June to September.
Prey collected
Nest burrows are stocked with a range of small homopteran bugs, usually leafhoppers
of the family Cicadellidae.
N est ing biology
Nests are dug in sandy soil in warm, sheltered situat ions, with nest ing often occurr ing
in small aggregat ions. Nests consist of a single deep vert ical burrow of between
40-50 cm in length, with smaller galleries ending in nest ing chambers radiat ing from the
lower part of the burrow (Lomholdt 1984).
Flower s visit ed
None recorded.
Parasites
None recorded from Britain. In Fennoscandia, Lomholdt cites the non-Brit ish chrysidid
wasp  Omalus  constrictus as a parasite.
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M ap 249  M im u m es a a tr a t ina  (Morow itz , 189 1)
[Crabronidae: Pemphredoninae]
The fi rst Brit ish specimen of t his wasp was collected in 1950, although it was not
correct ly determined as such until I975.The females comprise the largest specimens of
this genus in Britain.
Distribut ion
In Britain, t his wasp has only been recorded along the south coast of the Isle of W ight.
Common in central and southern Europe. It has also been recorded from Japan
(Lomholdt 1984).
St at us ( in Br it ain only )
Listed (as  Psen atratinus)  in Shirt (1987) and by Falk ( 1991) as Vulnerable (RDB2).
Habit at
In Britain it appears to be restricted to several of the Isle of W ight chines, especially
around stands of Reed  (Phragmites australis)  around wet fl ushes, such as are found on
landslips or at the bases of clay clif s (Shirt 1987). Falk ( 1991) indicates that abroad it is
more normally associated with non-coastal areas where dead wood is a prominent
feature.This may possibly result in previously held beliefs about nest ing biology (in
Richards; see below).Warm, sunny locat ions appear to be essent ial.
Fl ight per iod
Falk gives June to August , although t he current ly limited data set gathered here favours
June and July (probably as a result of limited recording).
Prey collected
Richards ( 1980) gives nymphs of fassidae, whilst Lomholdt ( 1984) states "small cicadas".
Tsuneki ( 1959) records certain species of cicadas from the families Cicadellidae and
Delphacidae from nests in Japan.
N est ing biology
Opinions on nest ing behaviour have varied widely. Richards (1980) states that the
species nests in decayed wood, but Lomholdt ( 1984) says sandy or clayey banks. Falk
( 1991) speculates that in Britain it probably nests in dead Reed stems. Else & Felton
( 1994) cite work by Tsuneki ( 1959) in Japan, where the species was burrowing in a clay
clif with a nest structure of lateral branches arising from a central burrow.They also
record observat ions from the Isle of W ight of females having mud on their bodies,
suggest ing they had recently emerged from the ground. Further research on this topic
is needed.
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Flowers visited
No information available.
ce-
so
Parasites
No cleptoparasites have been observed for this species.
M op compiled by:  A Knowles and S P M Roberts.
Author of profile:  A Knowles.
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M ap 2 50 M im u m es a d a h lbo m i (Wesmael , 1852)
[Crabronidae: Pemphredoninae]
A small, black crabronid wasp, formerly placed within the genus Psen. It is one of ten
species current ly placed within the genus  Mimumesa  to be found in Europe, and is
probably t he most widespread of those species.
D ist r ibut ion
W idespread but local t hroughout England and Wales to Glamorgan and nort h to
Inverness-shire.There is also one record from Ireland.
The species is common across Europe (Lomholdt 1984).
St at us (in  Britain only)
Not listed in Shirt ( 1987) or by Falk ( 1991) and is not thought to be scarce or
threatened.
H abit at
Else & Felton ( I 994) indicate a varied habitat selection, including open woodland,
heathland and coastal locat ions.Associated with dead wood habitats for nest sites.
Flight per iod
Richards ( 1980) cites May to September
Prey collected
Nymphs of homopteran bugs within the families Delphacidae and Cicadellidae
(Richards 1980). Lomholdt (1984) notes that up to 38 prey specimens have been
provided for one larva.
N est ing Biology
W idely quoted as nest ing in old beet le holes in dead wood and this is undoubtedly
typical, but Felton (Else & Felton 1994) has observed a specimen leaving a burrow in
the soil.
Flower s v isit ed
No information available.
Parasites
No informat ion available.
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M ap 2 51 M im u m es a li tto r a lis  (Bo ndro it, 1934)
[Crabron idae: Pem phredoninad
This species is morphologically very similar to M.  unicolor.  Recent appraisals of t he
dif erences between these two species can be found in Else & Felton ( 1994) and a
rigorous stat ist ical examinat ion in Budrys (200 I).The species has been ascribed to the
genus Psen in most previous literature, including Shirt (1987) and Falk (1991).
D ist r ibut ion
Tradit ionally, this species was thought to be restricted to coastal dunes in western
Br itain and eastern Ireland, e.g. Braunton Burrows in Devon, Oxwich Dunes,
Glamorgan,Ainsdale in Lancashire and a confi rmed record for Ireland from Nort h Bull
island in Dublin Bay. However, during the 1980s G R Else collected a series of
specimens from the Charmouth-Lyme Regis landslip.
W idely dist ributed in t he Palaearct ic region:generally scarce in Fennoscandia; also
recorded from t he Netherlands and Germany. In Asia it has been recorded from
Mongolia, Manchuria (N.E. China) and Japan (Lomholdt 1984).
St at us (in Br it ain only)
Listed in bot h Shirt (1987) and Falk ( 1991) as Rare (RDB3).
H abit at
The majority of Brit ish and Irish records or iginate from dune systems, where the
species is associated with the dry marram zone of the "white dunes" (Else & Felton
I994).The more recent ly found Charmouth-Lyme Regis populat ion appears to be
associated wit h typical underclif habitats: damp, bare clay with sparse vegetat ion and
seepages support ing common reed.
Flight per iod
The earliest capture was on 16th June, although most records are from July and August,
with records extending into late September.
Prey collected
Else & Felton (1994) cite Japanese research (Tsuneki 1959) which indicates that prey
are homopteran bugs within the families Cicadellidae and Delphacidae.This has been
confi rmed in Britain by G R Else, who found females carrying Chloronia species
(Hemiptera: Delphacidae) and a nymph of a Macrestelus species (Hemiptera:
Cicadellidae) (Else & Felton 1994).
N est ing Biology
Lomholdt ( 1984) appears to follow with t radit ion in speculat ing that t he wasp may nest
in the dead stems or root s of marram, but the most detailed nest descript ion appears
to be from Tsuneki (1959) who excavated burrows in a steep clay slope, perhaps
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reminiscent of the behaviour at Charmouth.Tsuneki found that the burrow could have
one or more branches, with each branch having either a single terminal cell or a pair of
cells. Once completed, the adjacent burrow was plugged with soil.
Flow ers visit ed
G M Spooner reported specimens on flowers of sea spurge (in Else & Felton 1994).
Parasites
No informat ion available.
M ap compiled by: A Knowles and S P M Roberts.
Author of profile: A Knowles.
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Map 252  M im u m es a sp oo ne r i (Richards, 1948)
(Cr abr on klae: Pem phredon inael
D ist r ibut ion
The species is limited principally to two areas: from Weymouth to Poole, and NW
Surrey to West Sussex.There are old literature records from Norfolk and Suf olk. Falk
( 1991) dismisses old records for Cambridgeshire and Not t inghamshire as erroneous.
Overseas, t he species is very rare in Scandinavia and is sporadic in Cent ral Europe
(Lomholdt 1984).
St at us (in Br it ain only)
Listed in Shirt ( 1987) and by Falk ( 1991) as being Rare (RDB3).
H abit at
This wasp appears to be confi ned mainly to lowland heaths, especially damp heathland
(Else & Felton 1994). Has been seen searching small clumps of rush in damp sand (M
Edwards, pers. comm.).
Fl ight per iod
Richards (1980) gives June to September, with t he majority of records gathered in
Britain coming from July and August
Prey collected
Falk speculates about the collect ion of small cicadas, in keeping with other members of
t his genus, but no fi rm data are available. Further research is clearly needed.
N est ing bio logy
Even by 1994, Else and Felton had to report t hat nothing was known about the nest ing
habits of this species - clearly a fundamental gap in our knowledge, especially if its
future conservat ion is to be assured. Falk summarises early speculat ion about the use
of dead wood and apparent avoidance of open sandy areas, with Spooner himself
suggest ing that the wasp utilises cavities or crevices among dead plant remains.
Flower s v isit ed
Else and Felton record a single observat ion from t he specimens in The Natural History
Museum, London which was of an individual taken from wild parsnip flowers.
Parasit es
No informat ion available.
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M ap 253 M im u m es a u n ic o lo r  (Vander Linden , 1829)
[Crabronidae: Pemphredoninael
This species is morphologically very similar to M.  lit oralis.  Recent appraisals of the
dif erences between the two can be found in Else & Felton ( 1994) and a rigorous
stat ist ical examinat ion in Budrys (200I).This species was only formally added to the
British list by Else & Felton in 1994, although the species was fi rst caught by 0  W
Richards in 1950, but mis-ident ifi ed as M. spooned. This species is listed in older
literature under the genus  Psen.
Distr ibution
First recorded from several of the famous chines on t he Isle of W ight, this wasp is now
known to occur also in South Hants,West Sussex, Kent, Oxfordshire and South Essex.
It has been recorded from Jersey. Falk ( 1991) refers to records from Dorset, but this
was a mis-ident ificat ion of M. littoralis.
Overseas, the species is sporadic and rare in Fennoscandia, but widely distributed in
Europe,Asia Minor and southern Siberia (Lomholdt 1984).
Status (in Britain only)
Listed (in t he genus  Psen)  by Falk ( 1991) as Notable A, now referred to as Nat ionally
Scarce (Na), although Shir t (1987) classifi ed it as Rare (RDB3).
H abit at
The Isle of W ight specimens were largely collected from damp, unstable clif terraces
caused by slumping.They were swept from the vegetation and seen fl ying amongst reed
stems (Else & Felton 1994). In mainland Britain, as well as nest ing in areas of damp, bare
clay, it has also been observed fl ying over sandy ground in open woodland, from reed
mire with dead wood present, and from the bottom of a chalk pit that had been fi lled
with sand.
Flight per iod
Late June to the latter half of August.
Prey collected
No data available.
N est ing bio logy
There is a lack of published informat ion on t he nest ing biology of  M. unicolor. The few
British observat ions are of females entering burrows in the ground.
Flowers v isit ed
The only observed visits to fl owers were at Thorney Island,West Sussex, where t hey
were seen at wild carrot (Else & Felton 1994).
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Parasites
No informat ion available.
M ap  compiled by:  A Knowles and S P M Roberts.
Author of profile:  A Knowles.
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Map 254 P s e n a te r  (O livier, 1792)
Status (in Britain only)
Probably ext inct , being unrecorded since 1850.
[Crabronidac: Pemphredoninae]
This species is probably ext inct in Britain, with all records from more than 100 years
ago.
D istribution
The records came from North Hampshire and East Suf olk (Richards 1980).The Suf olk
observat ions possibly relate to the areas around Ipswich and Lowestoft (Falk 1991).
Overseas, this species is extremely rare in Fennoscandia, but widely dist ributed in the
Palaearct ic to Japan (Lomholdt 1984).
Habitat
Lomholdt (1984) states that t he species is found in "sandy localit ies".
Flight per iod
Unknown.
Prey collected
In keeping with the closely related  Mimumesa  species, small cicadas e.g. from the family
lssidae, are collected, with 10-20 in each of 6- 12 cells branching of from a central
burrow (Falk 1991).
N est ing bio logy
Lomholdt records the species as nest ing in steep sandy banks, although Richards ( 1980)
also speculates about the use of old beet le holes in dead wood.
Flower s v isit ed
No informat ion available.
Parasit es
No informat ion available.
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M ap comp iled by:  A Knowles and S P M Robert s.
Author of profi le: A Knowles.
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Map 255 B e m bix  r o s tr a ta  (Lin naeus , 1758)
[Crabronidae: Nysso n in ae]
A large, black and yellow, ground nest ing solitary wasp.A key can be found in Lomholdt
( 1984). (Richards (1980) ment ions the genus but does not provide a key to the species:
he did not include the Channel Islands species not found in mainland Britain)
Dist ribut ion
In the U.K., only recorded from the Channel Islands.
Overseas found widely dist ributed t hroughout Cent ral and Southern Europe through
to Cent ral Asia and Mongolia.
Stat us (in Br it ain only)
Not applicable.
H abit at
Found in a range of open habitats with light soils such as heathland and coastal dunes.
Fl ight pe r iod
Univolt ine; July to September
Prey co llect ed
Nest burrows are stocked with a range of Diptera: Brachycera from various families.
N est ing bio logy
Nests are dug in sandy soil in level areas exposed to full sun, with nest ing often
occurr ing in large aggregat ions. Nests consist of a single sloping unbranched burrow of
10-15 cm in length with a single cell at t he bott om, the last part of which may be dug
nearly hor izontally (Lomholdt 1984).  Bembix  practises progressive provisioning, females
initially stock the nest with a small fl y onto which the egg is laid and seal up the
entrance.As t he larva grows and consumes its meal, larger prey items are brought to
t he nest , w ith t he female sealing the burrow aft er each visit. Females may be
provisioning a number of nest s at the same t ime.W hen fully fed t he larvae spin tough
cocoons incorporat ing sand grains into the outer wall, which are said to be "strong
enough to withstand the maximum pressure between human fingers" (Crompton
1948).
Flowers visit ed
No informat ion available.
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M ap compiled by:  M Smith and S P M Robert s.
Aut hor of profi le:  M Smith.
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Parasit es
None recorded from Britain. In Fennoscandia, Lomholdt cites the non-British chrysidid
wasp  Parnopes grandior  as a parasite, together with sarcophagid  flies.
Bembix  is also used as a host by some species of conopid flies.
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M ap 256 A nd r e na c o ita na  (Kirb y, 1802)
A small, rat her unobtrusive bee, the female largely black, the male with the clypeus and
lower paraocular areas mainly yellow.
D istribut ion
Found throughout Britain, t he range reaching north to the Nor th Ebudes (Skye, Eigg
and Rum; also reported in the 19th Century from an unspecified site in Harris) and
Orkney (Dounby on Mainland). It is present in Ireland, on the Isle of Man and in the
Channel Islands (Alderney).Very local, especially in southern England (where it is quite
rare).
This species is predominantly found in cent ral and nort hern Europe and Asia, from
Fennoscandia south to Austr ia, and eastwards to Turkey and Siberia; also known from
Japan.
St at us ( in  Britain only)
This species is not regarded as being threatened or nationally scarce.
Habit at
Open woodland, moorland, commons, downland, fens and coastal habitats.
Fl ight per iod
Univolt ine; early June to t he end of August.
Po llen co llect ed
Polylectic, foraging from bramble, harebell, hawkbit , hawk's-beard, hogweed, knapweed
and thist les (Chambers 1968).
N est ing biology
Nests occur sol itarily. One found in deep shade in a wood was excavated below loose
moss, the clay spoil being built up to form a pipe through the moss (Chambers 1949).
In Ireland, nests have  been  observed in dry,gravelly flats alongside rivers (Stelfox 1927).
Flowers visited
In addition to those listed above, these bees also visit cat 's ear, common torment il,
evening-pr imrose, lesser spearwort , lesser st itchwort , mallow, nipplewort , ragwort and
wild angelica.
Parasites
Nomada obtusifrons  is a cleptoparasite of this bee (Perkins 19 I9a, 1924a, 1924b; Hallett
1928); perhaps also  N. roberjeotiana  (Westrich I989).Apparent ly no
stylopized specimens of  Andrena coitana  have been report ed.
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Map 2 57 A nd r e na f u c a ta Smith , 1847
[Apidae: Andreninael
D ist ribution
Throughout much of Britain and Ireland, the range extending as far nor th as East
Sutherland (Golspie) and including the Isle of Man.There are no records from the
Channel Islands.
A north and cent ral European species occurr ing from nort hern Fennoscandia to Turkey
and the central Urals.
St at us (in Br it ain only )
This bee is not regarded as being scarce or threatened.
H abitat
Woodland, heaths, moors and coastal dunes. Rarely abundant.
Flight per iod
Univolt ine; mid May to mid July, except ionally early August.
Pollen collected
Polylect ic. Chambers ( 1968) lists the following as pollen sources: a buttercup species,
cinquefoil species, common rock-rose, dewberry, mustards, raspberry, rose species,
rough chervil, sheep's sor rel, speedwell species and winter-cress.
N est ing biology
The species is repor ted to nest solitarily (Kocourek 1966; Dylewska I 987;West rich
1989). However, R C L Perkins (19 19) found a small aggregat ion of about a dozen
burrows placed close together.
Flowers visited
In addit ion to the forage species listed above, the bee has also been reported to visit
bilberry species, hawthorn species, plum species, water-dropwor t species, wood spurge
and yellow pimpernel.
Parasites
Nomada panzeri is a probable cleptoparasite of this species (R C L Perkins 19 19;
West rich 1989). Specimens are sometimes stylopised by an unknown Stylops (e.g. such
a female, from Norway, is described and fi gured by Loken ( 1967)).
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Author of  profi le:  G  R Else.
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Map 2 58 A nd r e na f u lva (Muller in Allio ni, 1766)
[Apidae: Andreninae]
The female of this mining bee is one of the few  Andrena specieswhich can be instant ly
recognised in the fi eld as it is clothed dorsally with long, dense, bright reddish hairs, and
ventrally with black hairs. For this reason it is frequent ly observed by householders
when it excavates its nest ing burrows in garden lawns.The male, however, is more
sombre, being clad in sparser reddish-brown hairs, thereby resembling the males of
many other species in the genus.
D ist r ibut ion
Throughout much of lowland England and Wales; sporadic in Scotland. In Ireland, known
only from two sites in Kilkenny (Stelfox 1927). It has also been found in the Channel
Islands (Richards 1979).
W idely dist ributed throughout much of Europe, eastwards to Bulgaria and the former
Czechoslovakia.
Stat us (in  Britain only)
This species is not regarded as being scarce or threatened.
H abitat
Predominant ly open grasslands, including chalk downland, pastures, parks and private
gardens; occasionally open woodland.
Flight per iod
Univolt ine; late March to mid June.
Pollen collected
Polylectic; sources include beech, blackthorn, but tercup, garlic mustard, gooseberry,
hawthorn, holly, maple, oak, plum, sallow, sycamore and wayfaring-tree (Chambers
1968).
N est ing bio logy
Nests usually occur in aggregat ions which persist for many years.Most of these are
established on level soil, preferably with short, sparse vegetation. One extensive
aggregat ion was found in t he side of a deep cart rut along a downland pai h in West
Sussex (pers. obs.).The excavated soil forms a conspicuous tumulus in the cent re of
which is the nest ent rance Lateral burrows radiate away from the shaft of the main
burrow at various intervals, each of these terminating in a single cell (see illustrations
in O'Toole & Raw 1991, and Paxton & Pohl I999).A nest generally contains four or fi ve
cells, and a female can build two or three nests (O'Toole & Raw 1991).
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Flowers v isit ed
A wide range of herbs, shrubs and t rees (see above for examples).
Parasit es
Nomada panzeri  and  N. signata  are cleptoparasites of this bee (Perkins 19 19a;Yarrow
194 1; Spooner 1946; Guichard & Yarrow 1948; Chambers 1949;West rich 1989; Paxton
& Pohl 1999). In a site in south Wales,  N. panzeri  accounted for 18% cleptoparasitism of
A. fulva  (i.e. 18% of t he host 's of spring were replaced by  N. panzeri  offspring) (Paxton &
Pohl 1999). Ot her inquilines encountered in the nests at this site were the bee-fl y
Bombylius major,  the anthomyiid fly  Leucophora obtusa  and three mermithid nematodes
(one in each of three female bees). In some sites the species is stylopized by Stylops
melittae.
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M ap 2 59 A nd r e na la b ia ta  (Fab ricius, 178 1)
A small mining bee with a largely red gaster in both sexes, very reminiscent of certain
Sphecodes (Halictinae) bees.The male has a yellow clypeus and lower paraocular areas.
D istribut ion
Throughout southern England to north Yorkshire and Wales.Very local and mainly
confi ned to sandy soils bot h on the coast and inland.There are no records from
Ireland, but the species does occur in the Channel Islands.This species declined great ly
in the period 1950 - 1990, but has since become much more frequent.
On mainland Europe the range of this species extends from southern Fennoscandia to
Spain, nort hern Italy and Bulgaria.There are also published repor ts from Turkey, t he
Caucasus, Kazakhstan, Iran, northern Manchuria and Morocco.
St at us (in  Britain only)
Listed as Rare (RDB3) in Shirt (1987) but changed to Nat ionally Scarce (Na) by Falk
( 1991).
H abitat
Predominant ly open grassland and edges of scrub and woodland.
Flight per iod
Univolt ine; early May to lat e June.
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[Ap idae: Andren inae]
Po llen co llect ed
Polylect ic.The species is well known to be strongly associated with speedwells but it
forages from many other plants, including bridewort , buttercups, common bird's-foot -
t refoil, common rock-rose, daisy, gorse, grasses, hogweed, mouse-ear-hawkweed,
mustard, red clover, rose, sainfoin and white clover (Chambers 1968).
N est ing bio logy
Nests either occur singly or in compact aggregat ions. In Yorkshire, Cooper ( 1947)
est imated t hat there were several hundred freshly-emerged adult bees in the dry soil
of a fairy ring he excavated in September (t he soil of the ring being white with t he
mycelium of t he fungus).Very few individuals were found either within or outside this
narrow ring, the soil in these areas being rather wet.The species has also been
report ed to overwinter as an adult in its natal cell (Box 19 19).
Flowers v isit ed
Apart from those species listed above, the bee also visits dogwood, hawthorn,
horseshoe vetch, kidney vet ch, meadowsweet and willow.
‘ .
M ap compiled by:  G  R Else and S P H Robert s.
Author of profile:  G R Else.
Parasites
The rare bee  Noma& guttulata  is a known cleptoparasite of  A. labiata  (e.g. Perkins
19 19a; Butterfield 192I ;West rich 1989).
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Map 260 A nd r e na lap p o nica  (Ze tte rste cit, 1838)
[Apidae: Andreninae]
D ist r ibut ion
W idely distributed throughout Britain, the range reaching nort hwards to Golspie, East
Ross (Speyside) and West Ross (Beinn Eighe). It includes t he Isle of Man but not the
Channel Islands.Very local in southern England but more widespread further nor th and
on moo rs in the south-west In Ireland it is known from Cork,W icklow, Dublin and
Armagh. Oft en locally common, though its presence is ent irely dependent on the
occur rence of its main forage plants.
A boreo-alpine species in Europe, widespread in Fennoscandia, more sporadic furt her
south, the range there reaching the Pyrenees and the Romanian Carpathians (Dylewska
I987).The species is also known from Japan (Tadauchi, Hirashima & Matsumura 1987).
Status ( in Britain  only )
This bee is not regarded as being scarce or threatened.
H abit at
Open woodland, moors and montane sites. On Cairn Gorm, Easterness, it has occurred
at 600m (pers. obs.).
Flight per iod
Univolt ine; early April to June, occasionally into early July.
Po llen co llect ed
In the British Isles it is most ly associated with bilberry, though in nor thern Britain it
addit ionally visits cowberry. In Cheshire, Neave ( 1921) observed the species gathering
much pollen from rhododendron as well as from bilberry.
In Germany,Westrich ( 1989) repor ts the species additionally visiting cranberry and bog
bilberry and it is probable it may do so in Britain. He also states that in areas where
only bilberry is found, the females will exploit other fl owers when the prime forage
species is over. For example, females have been observed visiting germander speedwell
and a dandelion species.This may be important , as on a visit to a Hampshire woodland
where A. lapponica occurred, it was observed that vir tually all bilberry fl owers had been
killed by a severe late frost (pers. obs.).
N est ing biology
The nest burrows seem to be widely scattered, rather than in close aggregat ions.As
such they are rarely encountered.
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0Flow er s visit ed
Bilberry, blackthorn, common dog-violet, cowberry, dandelion, gorse, rhododendron,
thyme and willow.
Parasites
Nomada panzeri  is recorded as a cleptoparasite of this species (R C L Perkins 191 9a).
The conopid fl y Myopa  buccata  may be an inquiline of this  Andrena  as in both West
Sussex and central Easterness, M. Edwards and the author have encountered this
dipteron fl ying with this bee in sites where other solitary aculeates were scarce.
M ap compiled  by: G R Else and S P M Robert s.
Author of profi le:  G R Else.
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Map 26 1 A n d r e na ta r s a ta Ny land er , 1848
Small bees encountered in the flowers of torment ils on heaths and moor land should
be examined closely as they may include this interest ing species (the only British
Andrena  female to have a t r identate mandible, rather than a uni- or bidentate one).The
male is one of only a small number of British species to have a largely yellow clypeus.
Distr ibut ion
W idely distributed throughout Britain as far nort h as West Sutherland (lnchnadamph
(Loch Assynt)), East Sutherland (Golspie) and the Outer Hebrides (South Uist); Ireland
it has been recorded sporadically from Kerry and Cork (Ste !fox 1927). It has been
found on the Isle of Man but not in the Channel Islands. Generally a scarce species,
only rarely locally common.
A nor thern European bee, becoming scarcer further south. Stockhert ( 1933) describes
it as being a boreal-alpine species.The range extends from central Fennoscandia south
to Spain, and eastwards to the former Czechoslovakia and U.S.S.R.
Status (in Britain  only )
This species is not regarded as being threatened.
Habit at
Heath lands and moor lands; rarely open woodland.
Flight per iod
Univolt ine; mid June to late August.
Flowers visited
Bramble, harebell, heather, wild angelica and yarrow.
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[Apidae: Andreninae]
Pollen collected
Oligolect ic on tormentil; bridewort has been reported by Chambers (1968).
N est ing bio logy
Apparent ly nests in compact aggregat ions (Perkins I9 19a), though these are very rarely
encountered.
Parasites
Nomada roberj eotiana  is a cleptoparasite of this species (Perkins I919a). Stylopized
specimens of  A. tarsata  have not been found.
•C4
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M ap 2 6 2 H a lic tu s e u ry g n a tb u s  BItithgen , 193 1
[Ap iclac: Hat icti nae]
Dist r ibut ion
Former ly recorded from East and W est Kent (St . Margaret's Bay, Dover, Upper Hailing)
and East Sussex (Eastbourne, Falmer, Litlington, Seaford, Ovingdean).There are
unconfi rmed repor ts from East Kent (Rochester (Mal loch 1904)), the Isle of W ight
(Ventnor (R.C. Bradley in Wainwright 1903)) and Dorset (Port land (I C. Dale in F. Smith
1848)). Unconfi rmed literature records are not shown on t he map.The fi rst positive
UK records since about 1949 were made recent ly by S. Falk at three sites in East
Sussex: Beachy Head (23 May 2004), Cliffe Hill ( 17 May 2004) and Mount Caburn ( 19
May 2004) (pers. comm.).
In mainland_Europe t he range extends from southern Sweden (Got land) east to the
Volga. In southern Europe it occurs in isolated pockets in southern Italy, and further
east , from St. Petersburg to Azerbaijan (Ebmer 1988).
Status (in Britain only)
The species is listed as Endangered (RDBI) in Shirt (1987) and by Falk ( 199 1).The
species was thought to be ext inct in Britain until Falk's records (see above).
H abit at
Most sites are chalk grassland near the coast.The 2004 sites were similar, but with
plent iful buttercups, speedwells and bedstraws.
Flight per iod
Females active from mid-May to t he beginning of September, males from early August
to September.
Pollen collected
Polylect ic (P West rich, pers. comm.).
N est ing bio logy
Report ed to nest in aggregat ions (Sladen 1897).
Flowers visit ed
Buttercups and common and greater knapweed.
Parasit es
None recorded.
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Map  26 3 H a lic tu s m a cu la tu s  Smith , 1848
[Ap idae: Hal ict in ae]
Dist r ibut ion
There are only a few ancient records of t his bee from Britain, all from southern
England.These are based on single specimens from Kent (Dover and Upper Hailing)
and East Sussex (Hast ings), with unconfi rmed, published records, from the Isle of W ight
(Sandown (Unwin 1857)), Hampshire (Blackwater) and Surrey (Weybridge) (Smith
1876). However, R.C.L. Perkins encountered two thriving nest ing aggregat ions at
Chudleigh, South Devon (Perkins 19 19b), which persist ed from 19 19 to 1930.
The cont inental range extends from Finland to Iberia, east to Transcaspia. In the
southern part of t he range it is apparent ly confi ned to higher situat ions (Ebmer 1988).
It is a common species in much of western Europe.
Status (in Britain  only )
This species was last repor ted from Britain about seventy years ago and is now
probably ext inct in t his count ry. Listed as Endangered (RDB1) in Shirt ( 1987) and by
Falk (1991).
H abit at
There seems to have been two sites at Chudleigh: the bank of an old gravel pit by the
River Teign opposite Chudleigh Knighton, and a pasture fi eld down the river valley at
Gooseham (Perkins 1919b and G M Spooner, pers. comm.).
Fl ight per iod
Females fly from May to September, males from early July to September.
Pollen collected
Polylect ic (though forage species not known for Britain) with pollen records from
species in the families Apiaceae,Asteraceae, Brassicaceae, Campanulaceae, Fabaceae,
Liliaceae, Ranunculaceae, Rosaceae and Salicaceae (West rich 1989).
Nest ing bio logy
This is a eusocial species, with a worker caste.At least one of the Chudleigh
populat ions nested in a loose aggregat ion (Perkins I919b).The very characterist ic
burrow entrances were described by him as being scattered over t hree or four square
met res.The diameter of each burrow appeared small for t he size of the bee and t he
excavated spoil lay around the ent rance, not heaped above it. On digging out a
specimen it was found that the upper sect ion of the main burrow was constricted and
it was in this part that workers guarded the nest , their heads exactly filling the
entrance. So t ight was the opening that a pollen-laden worker returning to its nest
deposited a ring of pollen around the burrow mouth, t his being accidentally scraped of
its hind legs as it entered.The large head and narrow, cylindr ical body are presumably
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Parasites
None report ed from Britain.
adaptat ions for such a nest ing habit .The nest architecture and habits are described by
W u ( I 960),Westrich ( 1989) and Pesenko, Banaszak, Radchenko & Cierzniak (2000).
Flowers visited
Smooth hawk's-beard is the only Brit ish record (Saunders 1879).
M op comp iled  by:  G R Else and S P M Roberts.
Author of profile:  G  R Else.
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Map  264 H a tic tu s n th ic u nd u s  (Christ , 179 1)
St at us (in Br it ain only)
This bee is not regarded as being scarce or threatened.
[Apidae: Halicti nae]
One of t he largest Brit ish halictine bees with a body length often exceeding I Omm. It is
a dist inct ive bee with strong white pubescent bands on the apices of the abdominal
tergites and yellow-orange legs in both sexes. (Note that this species is similar to
Lasioglossum xanth opus,  where the bands are at the bases of the segments.)
D istr ibution
W idely distributed throughout Britain and known from Ireland. It is rarely abundant at
any one locality in the south, but is frequent ly encountered in dense nest ing
aggregat ions in nort hern Britain.
The species occurs in bot h the Palaearctic and the Nearctic regions, where it is largely
confi ned to temperate habitats.
Habit at
Oft en present in a wide variety of habitats. Nests are usually made in areas of vert ical
or sloping bare ground with a southern aspect (Potts & W ilmer 1998). No other
habitat limitations known.
Flight per iod
The species is eusocial, with queens emerging from hibernat ion in Apr il, workers
present from May onwards and males and new females from July to early October.
There have been suggest ions that two generat ions of sexuals are produced in some
years (G M Spooner, pers. comm.).
Pollen co llected
The species is highly polylectic.
N est ing bio logy
Nests are made in the ground and may be single or in aggregat ions. Individual nests
support a small eusocial population, founded by a mated queen in the spring.This
queen rears a small number of workers and then the colony produces new males and
females at the end of the summer.
Flow er s visit ed
The bee may be found visit ing a wide range of flower species, but is probably most
oft en found at those of the Asteraceae.
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Parasites
Two cleptoparasitic bees attack this species: Sphecodes  gibbus  and S.  monifi cornis.  It is
also recorded as being attacked by the conopid  fl y Zodion cinereum  (K.G.V. Smith 1969).
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Map 26 5 La s iog lo s s u m c up r o m ica ns ( Pe re z , 1903)
[Ap idae: Hal ict in ae]
This species was formerly referred to in the British and Irish literature either as a form
of  Lasioglossum smeathmanellum,  wit h the female gaster most ly black and not metallic
(Ste !fox 1927), or as a species without a name (R C L Perkins 1935).This neglected
species was later considered to consist of two allied, but undescribed species, by A W
Ebmer. He described them under the names  Lasioglossum scoticum  (described from
Scotland, but clearly known also from England and Wales) and  L hibernicum  (described
from Ireland) (Ebmer 1970). Later he considered t hem to be subspecies of
L cupromicans  (Perez 1903) (Ebmer 1976).
D ist r ibut ion
L  cupromicans  and  L smeathmanellum  form a species-pair in Britain with a largely
allopatric distribution, the former species totally replacing L  smeathmanellum  in
Scotland and Ireland, and mainly so at higher altitudes and on moorland in north Wales,
northern England, the Midlands and the south-west peninsula (e.g. Dartmoor). Formerly
widely distributed but oft en rare and local in Ireland: Cork,Waterford, Clare,Tipperary,
Wexford,W icklow, Dublin and Mayo (Ste !fox 1927), but there are no recent records.
The species occurs in cent ral and southern Europe, from the Brit ish Isles south to
Iberia and east to Germany,Austria, the former Czechoslovakia, Greece and western
Turkey. In Asia it occurs across eastern Turkey to Kurdistan (the border area between
Turkey, Iraq and lran).T hroughout most of this range, it is confi ned to montane sites.
Status (in Britain only)
This species is not regarded as being scarce or threatened.
Habit at
Woodland, moors and coastal sites. Occasionally found in other habitats.
Flight per iod
Females from late April to the end of October, males from mid August to the beginning
of October
Pollen collected
No informat ion available, but probably polylectic.
N est ing bio logy
In Charnwood Forest , Leicestershire, Spooner ( 1946) found the species nest ing in the
eart h crevices of stone walls and rocks, and also, in company with L  smeathmonellum,
round the stonework of a farm building. Social organisat ion has not been recorded.
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Flowers visited
Cat 's-ear, cinquefoil, hawkbit, hawk's-beard, heather, sheep's-bit , stonecrop, turnip and
thistles. R Harvey (pers. comm.) has suggested that this bee species may have a close
associat ion with the fl owers of rosebay willowherb in lowland Britain.
Parasites
Sphecodes  geof rellus  [as S.  affinis]  females have been seen invest igat ing probable nest
burrows of this species in Ireland (Stelfox 1927).
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Map 266 La s iog lo s s u m la t icep s  (Schenck , 1870)
[Ap id ac :
Clearly one of the  Lasioglossum calceatum  group of bees, being fair ly large for t he genus,
with males and females about 8mm long. Females have mid-brown abdomens with paler
apices to the segments; the males are similar, but also have red-brown markings on the
anterior tergites of the abdomen.The species may abound within its very restricted
range, creat ing very large nest ing aggregat ions.
D ist r ibut io n
Very restricted in Britain, being found only on the unstable sea clif s of South Devon
and Dorset . It is widely distributed throughout southern and central Europe.
St at us (in Br it ain only)
This bee is listed as being RDB2 (Vulnerable) in both Shirt ( 1987) and Falk ( 1991).
H abitat
South-facing unstable clay and sand sea-clif s with associated fl ower-rich grasslands.The
clays are clearly winter-wet and large segments get washed away in winter storms.
Flight per iod
Females may be found between April and September, males between July and
September.As with all  Lasioglossum,  only mated females hibernate.
Pollen collected
Polylect ic (Westrich 1989).
N est ing biology
A eusocial species which makes a small brood chamber within damp clay. Nest sites are
often within actively slumping areas of clay. It uses desiccat ion cracks to gain entrance
to the damper clay under the hard surface crust .
Flowers visited
Recorded visit ing a wide variety of fl owers from a number of dif erent plant families.
Parasit es
No records from Britain, although observat ions suggest that the cleptoparast ic bees
Sphecodes ephippius (Packer 1983) and S.  monifi cornis  (G R Else, pers. comm.) may utilise
this species.
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M ap 2 6 7 La s iog lo s s u m le u c op u s  (Kirb y , 1802)
[Apidae: Hallictinae]
Although immediately recognisable as one of the small metallic green  Lasioglossum  bees,
separation from the similarly-sized, and often more numerous,  Lasioglossum  morio
requires a more detailed examination.The round face of the female and the white hind
tarsi of the male should be sufi cient to confirm  L. leucopus.
Dist r ibut io n
Distributed throughout almost the ent ire Brit ish Isles, with records from the Outer
Hebrides (Barra) in the nort h, to the Channel Islands in the south, and to Ireland in the
west (where there are no recent records).The worldwide dist ribution is the northern
Palaearct ic, with a montane bias in more southerly areas.
Stat us ( in  Britain only)
This bee is not regarded as being scarce or threatened.
H abit at
Present in a wide variety of habitats.
Flight per iod
Females may be found between May and October, males between July and September.
As with all  Lasioglossum  in Britain, only mated females hibernate.
Pollen collected
Polylect ic (Westrich 1989).
N est ing bio logy
A lthough being a common and widely dist ributed species, nothing is known about its
nest ing habits apart from the  fact  that it nests in the ground.
Flower s visit ed
Recorded visiting a wide variety of fl owers from several plant families.
Parasites
No records from Britain, although it is recorded as being parasitised by t he bee
Sphecodes geofi -el/us in mainland Europe (Stockhert I933;Westrich I989).This is quite
likely t he case here as well.
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M a p 2 6 8 La s iog lo s s u m m a la ch u r u m  (Kirb y, 1802)
Pipidae, Halictinaei
Distribution
Southern England and the Channel Islands. Formerly a scarce and very local species
but, during at least the last decade or so, it has been extending its range in England and
is common to locally abundant in many sites in the southern counties.
W idely dist ributed in the western Palaearctic, its range extending from Denmark to
t he Azores and nort h Africa (Morocco), eastwards t hroughout central and southern
Europe to Iran.
St atus (in Br it ain only)
This species is not regarded as being scarce or threatened.
Habit at
Coastal clif s and landslips, abandoned quarr ies, commons, chalk grassland and private
gardens.
Flight period
Females from early April to October; males from early July to the beginning of
October. G M Spooner (pers. comm.) found several act ive gynes on the Dorset coast
in mid-February.
Pollen collected
Polylectic, visit ing species in the families Apiaceae,Asteraceae, Brassicaceae,
Campanulaceae, Caryophyllaceae, Convolvulaceae, Fabaceae, Geraniaceae, Lamiaceae,
Ranunculaceae, Rosaceae and Salicaceae (Westrich 1989).
Nest ing biology
Commonly nests in aggregat ions, occasionally of considerable extent, especially in
exposed soil at the base of coastal clif s and similar unstable locat ions where vegetat ion
is sparse. Nest burrows are oft en observed in the hard t rodden soil of footpaths. Sites
at the top of beaches are sometimes deluged by sea water during winter storms.A
well known eusocial species, its development being one of the most extensively
documented of any Palaearct ic halictine species. Impor tant references include
StOckhert ( 1923), Legewie ( 1925), Noll ( 1931), Bone Ili ( 1948), Michener (1974) and
West rich ( 1989).The worker is smaller than the gyne and was or iginally described as a
distinct species,  Hafi ctus longulus  Smith, 1848.
Flowers visited
Includes cinquefoil, colt 's-foot , common fleabane, creeping t hist le, dandelion, fennel, fi eld
bindweed, hawkweed, mayweed, oxtongue, stonecrop and wild parsnip.
Et '
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Parasit es
L Packer (pers. comm.) has excavated t he cleptoparasite, Sphecodes monilicornis
(Halict inae) and larvae of the beet le Meloe proscarabaeus from nest burrows of this bee
on the Isle of W ight.
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M ap 269 La s iog lo s s u nz m or io  (Fab r cius , 1793)
[Ap idae : Ha tic tin ae]
Dist r ibut ion
Throughout England and Wales, the range extending from the Isles of Scilly to Kent,
northwards to the Isle of Man (Nelson 1958), North-east Yorkshire (Archer 2002) and
Cumberland.There are no records from Scotland or Ireland. In southern Britain and
the Channel Islands it is usually a very common bee, colonising patches of exposed soil
as nest ing sites.
W idely distributed in the western Palaearctic, from cent ral Fennoscandia (Elfving 1968)
south to nort h Af rica and t he Azores, and east to the Urals and t he Caucasus (Ebmer
1988).
St at us  (in  Br it ain only )
This species is not regarded as being scarce or threatened.
H abit at
Virtually ubiquitous in lowland England,Wales and Ireland.
Flight per iod
Females are act ive from late March to the end of October, males from late June t o late
October (except ionally early November). Possibly bivoltine as R C L Perkins (G M
Spooner, pers. comm.) reported "a colony in a Paignton [South Devon] garden
produced males and females in June:t hese females paired and provisioned cells, and
gave a second brood in August". However, we now know t hat workers cannot be
reliably dist inguished from females (queens) and therefore t here is some doubt about
the accuracy of t his observat ion.
Pollen co llected
Polylect ic, foraging from species in t he families Asteraceae, Boraginaceae, Brassicaceae,
Campanulaceae, Caryophyllaceae, Convolvulaceae, Hypericaceae, Lythraceae,
Ranunculaceae and Rosaceae (West rich 1989).
N est ing biology
The females normally nest in large aggregat ions in exposed soil. Chambers ( 1949)
reported t hat in a Bedfordshire site the females were so numerous that the air was
st rongly pervaded by their scent for a distance of several feet from the bank in which
they nested.
Flower s v isit ed
A lder buckthorn, bloody crane's-bill, bramble, burdock, carrot , creeping buttercup,
dandelion, devil's-bit scabious, fi eld scabious, garlic mustard, goldenrod, greater
st itchwort , ivy, ivy broomrape, knapweed, knotgrass, mayweed, primrose, sea aster,
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tend
sea campion, sheep's-bit, sow-thistle, speedwell, stonecrop, t raveller's-joy, water-
dropwort , wild mignonette and willow.
Parasites
G H  L Dicker (pers. comm.) observed Sphecodes  niger  around the nests of this species
in Kent; the same species was also seen in large numbers fl ying over a nest site of
L morio on the Isle of W ight (pers. obs.). M Edwards has also seen  S. niger  with L morio
in many situat ions (pers. comm.). Sphecodes  geoffrellus  and  Nomada sheppardana  may be
additional cleptoparasites in Britain, as in Germany (Westrich 1989).
M op compi led by:  G R Else and S P M Robert s.
Aut hor of profi le:  G R Else.
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Ma p 27 0 La s iog lo s s u m p a u x illu m  (Sche nck , 1853)
(Ap idae, Hal ict i nae)
The inner spur of the hind t ibia of the female is diagnost ic for this bee in Britain, t he
teeth being broad and rounded apically, rather than narrow and pointed.
Dist r ibut ion
Southern England and the Channel Islands (Jersey). Scarce and very local but
occasionally abundant where it is found.
The species is apparent ly confi ned to the western Palaearct ic, where it occurs from
Britain east to the Urals, and south to north Africa (Morocco) and Iran.
Status (in Britain only)
This species is not regarded as being scarce or threatened.
Habit at
Mainly open sites, including chalk grassland and woodland.
Flight per iod
Females from mid April to late September, males from July to October
Pol len co llect ed
Polylectic; visit ing species in t he families Aceraceae,Apiaceae,Asteraceae, Brassicaceae,
Caryophyllaceae, Cistaceae, Fabaceae, Geraniaceae, Hypericaceae, Lamiaceae, Liliaceae,
Linaceae, Ranunculaceae, Resedaceae, Rosaceae and Rubiaceae (West rich 1989).
Nest ing bio logy
Nests in small to large aggregat ions, mainly on level, sparsely vegetated soil. Nest ing
habits are described by Pesenko, Banaszak, Radchenko & Cierzniak (2000).The t urret-
like nest entrance is illustrated by Westrich ( I 989).A eusocial species, the workers
being smaller than the gynes.
Flowe rs visited
These include bramble, common fl eabane, dandelion and hogweed.
Parasites
None reported from Britain.
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Map 27 1  La s iog lo s s u rn r uf ita r s e (Ze tte rs te d t 1838)
[Ap idae: Hal ict inael
One of a group of medium-sized, predominantly black, Lasioglossum bees which require
care in ident ifi cat ion and which are unlikely to be easily recognised in the fi eld.
Dist r ibut ion
A nort hern species which is very scarce in the south of the British Isles, but may be
common further nort h.
This is a species which is dist ributed throughout the nor thern regions of both the New
and Old Wor ld, although it is montane in the southern part s of its range.
Stat us (in Br it ain only )
This bee is not regarded as being scarce or threatened.
Habit at
This species occupies a wide range of habitat types.
Flight per iod
Females are found between April and October, males between July and September. As
with all Brit ish  Lasioglossum,  only mated females hibernate.
Pollen co llect ed
Polylectic (Westrich 1989).
Nest ing bio logy
A solitary species which nests in exposed soils on upturned root-plates, ditch edges
and clif s.
Flowers visited
In the Brit ish Isles has been recorded visiting bramble and ragwort .
Parasit es
Both the cleptoparasit ic bees Sphecodes ferruginatus  and  Nomada fabriciana  have been
suggest ed as parasites of this species. Confi rmatory evidence from reared material is
required.
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Map  272  La s iog lo s s u m s m ea tb m a ne llu m  (K rb y, 1802)
[Apidae:
One of two large, metallic green  Lasioglossum  bees in Britain.This species has a rather
blue-green sheen over bot h the thorax and abdomen which can oft en be discerned in
the field.Although these features oft en serve to dist inguish it from the similarly green
L. mono and L leucopus, separation from the closely related, but more nor therly and
westerly distributed, L  cupromicans  requires considerable care and microscopic
examinat ion.
D istr ibution
Restricted to southern England, Channel Islands,Wales and nort h to Nor thumberland,
with one modern record from Scot land. It is gradually replaced by the closely related
L cupromicans  towards t he nor th, and in upland situat ions, part icularly in the south-
west.
The species has a generally Mediter ranean and At lant ic dist ribution in Europe. It is also
known from nort h Africa.
Stat us (in  Britain only)
This bee is not regarded as being scarce or threatened However, the species does
seem to have declined nat ionally in recent years (G R Else, pers. comm. & M Edwards,
pers. obs.).
H abitat
Although  L smeathmanellum  may be encountered almost anywhere in southern England
and W ales, it is often abundant on coastal soft -rock clif s. Inland it is frequent ly
reported as nest ing in t he soft mor tar joints of walls.
Flight per iod
Females fly between lat e March and September, males are found between July and
September.As with all British Lasiog/ossum, only mated females hibernate.
Pollen collected
This species is polylectic.
N est ing biology
Often nests communally in suitable areas of walls and bare clif s, but is not known to
be eusocial.
Flowers visited
Recorded visit ing a wide variety of fl owers from a number of dif erent plant families.
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Parasites
No parasites have been recorded from this species.
M ap compiled by:  M Edwards and S P M Robert s.
Author of profile:  M Edwards.
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Map 273 Sp h ec o d e s g ibbu s  (Linnaeus, 1758)
The species occurs throughout the Palaearct ic region.
Stat us (in Br it ain only )
This bee is not regarded as being scarce or threatened.
[Apidae: Hatictinae]
One of t he larger British halict ine bees with a body length of about I Omm. In common
with most ot her bees of t he genus Sphecodes it is black and red in general appearance.
The red tends to be rather darker than in many other species and t he wings are
strongly infused with black, giving a very dist inctive smokey appearance.
Dist r ibut ion
W idely dist ributed through Britain to southern Scotland, but not known from Ireland.
It is rarely abundant at any one locality, but may be present in a wide variety of
habitats.
Habitat
Oft en fl ying over banks with exposures of bare ground as it searches for host nests.
There seem to be no other habitat indicators for this species.
Flight per iod
Females may be found between Apr il and September, males between July and
September Early season females are searching for host nests, late season ones are
searching for mates or over-wintering sites.
Pollen co llect ed
A cleptoparasit ic species and therefore does not collect pollen.
N est ing bio logy
The larvae are cleptoparasit ic on larger bees of the genera  Hafi ctus  and Losioglossum.An
adult female Sphecodes enters the burrow of a host bee and searches out an almost
completed cell of t he host where it lays its egg. Some female Sphecodes are apparently
unique among cleptoparasit ic bees in that t hey remove (eat?) the host egg before laying
their own (see, for example, Stephen, Bohart &Torchio 1969). New adult Sphecodes
emerge toward the end of the fl ight season.
Flowers visited
The bee may be found visit ing a wide range of fl ower species but is probably most
oft en found at those of the Asteraceae and Apiaceae.
Parasites
None known.
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Ma p 274  Os m ia ca e r u lesce ns  (Linnae us,  1758)
[Apidae, Megachil inae]
Dist ribut ion
W idely distributed in England and Wales as far nor th as Westmor land, and with one
modern record for Scotland. Locally common but rarely abundant. Not known from
Ireland or the Channel Islands.
An Ho !arct ic species, occurr ing throughout much of Europe from southern
Fennoscandia southwards to the Mediterranean, and east to Greece.A lso nor th Afr ica,
central Asia, and North America.
St at us (in  Britain only)
This species is not regarded as being scarce or threatened.
H abit at
Occurs both on the coast and inland, including woodland and gardens.
Fl ight per iod
Apparent ly bivolt ine in Britain, fl ying from mid April or May to late July, and again in
August Saunders ( 1877) collected a male in West Sussex in late October (though this
may have been either prematurely developed, or a very late emergence). Regularly
bivoltine in France (Tasei 1972) and part ly so in The Netherlands (Peeters, Raemakers
& Smit 1999).
Pollen collected
Polylect ic, visit ing species in the families Asteraceae, Brassicaceae, Fabaceae and
Lamiaceae (see Tasei 1972; Raw 1974; Peeters, Raemakers & Smit 1999).
N est ing biology
Nests are constructed within exist ing cavities, including insect exit burrows in dead
wood, crevices in masonry, and trap-nests designed as nest ing sites for various bees
and wasps (see Krombein 1967; Free & W illiams 1970; Raw 1974; O'Toole 2001). Cell
part itions and the closing plug are manufactured from mast icated leaf sections (leaf
mastic).The winter is spent as diapausing adults within t heir intact cocoons. Nests and
life-histor y are described by Grandi ( 1961), Krombein ( 1967), and West rich ( 1989).
Flowers visited
Included are: bird's-foot-t refoil, bramble, cat-mint, common knapweed, germander
speedwell, ground-ivy, smooth hawk's-beard and snapdragon.
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Parasites
Occupied cocoons of the sapygid wasp  Sapyga quinquepunctata  have been recovered
from a nest of  0. caerulescens  (Hallet t 1920, I928).There are British specimens of t his
wasp in The Natural History Museum, London which were reared from a nest of this
bee.
M ap compiled by:  G R Else and S P M Robert s.
Author of  profi le: G R Else.
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M ap 27 5 Os m ia lea ia na (Kirby , 1802)
One of two small  Osmia  bees frequently occuring in gardens as well as woodland
clearings and edges (t he ot her being  caerulescens). The males of both  leaiana  and
caerulescens  are ext remely hard to dist inguish, being about 6mm long, shining metallic
green and having bright ginger hairs when fresh.The best character is microscopic: look
at the downward-sloping front surface of the fi rst gast ral tergite. It is shining in
0.  caerulescens  and matt with reticulat ion in 0 .  leaiana.  This means that set specimens
need to be arranged in order to see this feature.The females are quite dif erent; bot h
are about I Omm long, but 0.  caerulescens  is generally smaller, dark blue with a black
scopa under the abdomen and 0.  leaiana  is generally larger, dark brown, wit h a bright
orange scopa under the abdomen.
D ist r ibut ion
Rest ricted t o England and W ales. It is less frequent ly found than 0.  caerulescens,  but
occurs in similar habitat s.
Overseas: Europe, although at higher alt itudes in southern areas; also nor th-west Africa,
also at higher alt itudes.
Status (in Britain only)
This bee is not regarded as being scarce or threatened.
H abit at
The species may be encountered almost anywhere in England and Wales, but it requires
cavit ies in dead wood, walls or clif s for nest ing.
Flight per iod
This species may be found between May and August
Pollen collected
O ligolectic on Asteraceae; it seems to be part icularly fond of large, yellow-fl owered
species.
N est ing bio logy
Nests in a variety of cavit ies, in walls, clif s and dead wood.The nest closure and
part itions are made from chewed plant material, bright green when fresh, which
somet imes dries to a dark-brown, granular appearance.
Flowers visited
Recorded visit ing a wide variety of fl owers from a number of dif erent plant families for
nectar.
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Parasites
The cleptoparasitic bee, Stens phaeoptera, has been recorded as ut ilising this bee as a
host (Westrich, 1989). It is likely that it is also attacked by the cuckoo-wasp  Onysura
radians  (Morgan, 1984).
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M ap 27 6 N o m a d a g u t tula ta Sche nck, 1859
D istribut ion
Southern England, with records from South Devon to East Sussex and north to London
and Essex. It has been recorded in 2004 from Shropshire (I. Cheeseburough, pers.
corn.).
A rare species with few recent records. (The record for Yorkshire by J T Bunn ( 1975) is
based on a misident ificat ion of  Nomado flavogurtata).
W idely distributed in Europe. It has also been report ed from Japan.
Status (in Britain only)
Listed as Endangered (RDB I) by Shirt ( 1987) and Falk (1991).
Habitat
It shares the same habitat as its Andrena host : for example, open woodland and
grassland.
Flight per iod
Univoltine; early May to June.
Flower s visit ed
Buttercup, germander speedwell and silverweed.
Parasites
None reported.
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(Apidae, Ap in ae]
N est ing biology
A cleptoparasite of the mining bee  Andreno labiate  (Perkins I919a, Butterfield 1921,
West rich 1989), t hough considerably rarer than this species and absent from most of
its nest ing sites.
a
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M ap compiled by:  G R Else and S P M Roberts.
Author of p rofi le:  G R Else.
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Map 277  N o m a d a o btu s if ro ns Nylander, 1848
A small  Nomada  immediately dist inguished from all other British species by the raised,
flat area between the antennal insert ions (in other species this area is in the form of a
longitudinal carina).
D ist r ibut ion
W idely distributed throughout Britain and Ireland, t hough generally scarce and very
local.There are no records of the species from the Channel Islands.
A nor thern and cent ral European species, ranging from southern Finland to France.
Germany and the former Yugoslavia.
St at us  (in Britain only)
This species is not regarded as being scarce or threatened.
H abit at
Open woodland and grassland, the habitat of its host  Andrena.
Flight per iod
Univolt ine; end of June to late August, occasionally September
[Ap idae: Ap inae]
N est ing bio logy
A cleptoparasite of  Andrena caft an('  (Perkins 191  9a, I 924a, 1924b; Hallett 1928;
Chambers 1949) and possibly  A. tarsata  (Perkins I919a).
Flower s v isit ed
Bramble, creeping thist le, goldenrod, nipplewort , oxeye daisy, ragwor t , sheep's-bit,
smooth hawk's-beard and wild angelica.
Parasit es
None known.
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Ma p 27 8 N o m a d a r o berj e o tia na  Pa nze r,  1799
St at us (in Br it ain only)
Not listed in Shirt ( 1987), but given as Rare (RDB3) by Falk ( 1991).
[Apidae: Apinae]
A small  Nomada  in which t he gaster is mainly red with a pair of lateral yellow spots on
gastral tergites 2 and 3; scutellum red.
Distribution
A rare species but widely dist ributed in Britain, the range extending from southern
England nort h to southern Scotland. It has also been recorded from the Isle of Man
(Nelson 1958) but not t he Channel Islands.There is no confi rmed record from Ireland.
It s appearance is irregular, being apparently subject to ext reme fl uctuat ions of scarcity
and abundance. For example, in the period 1970-73 G M Spooner found the bee to be
unexpectedly numerous in several sites in Devon and Cornwall (many specimens from
these were donated by him to The Natural History Museum, London).
Overseas, a nor thern bee, becoming sporadic further south in cent ral Europe; it is also
known from Japan.
H abit at
Mainly lowland heaths in southern England, and moor land in the south-west and north.
Flight per iod
Univolt ine; end of June to late August
N est ing biology
Cleptoparasitic on  Andrena tarsata  (Perkins 19 19a). G M Spooner observed females in
the vicinity of the nest burrows of this species in the West Country (Spooner
Collecting Diaries (unpublished) in The Natural History Museum, London). Similar
observat ions have been made by E C M Haes (pers. comm.).
Flower s v isit ed
Associated mainly with torment il (which is also the main forage species of  A. tarsata);
occasionally on ragwort .
Parasit es
None known.
1 14
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Map 279 N o m a d a s ig na ta  Ju rine , 1807
[Ap idae: Ap inad
A member of the  Nomada  rufi cornis-group, a very large assemblage of about 382 species
worldwide (Alexander & Schwarz 1994), of which 17 occur in the Brit ish Isles, and
another species in t he Channel Islands.  N. signata  is a very close relat ive of both  N. flava
and  N. panzeri  but , in the field, the female  N. signata  can be dist inguished by a
combinat ion of uninterrupted transverse yellow bands on gastral tergites 2-4 and a pair
of prominent, irregular yellow markings on the propodeum.The male requires closer
examinat ion as the band character, which it shares with the female, is also present ,
though rarely, in  N. flava  and  N. panzeri
Distr ibution
A rare and declining species, although its host  Andrena  remains a widespread and locally
common bee.  N. signata  formerly occurred sporadically throughout much of southern
Britain and the larger Channel Islands, but there are only a few recent records.The
species is not known from Scot land and Ireland.
The bee is widely dist ributed in northern and central Europe, its range extending
south-eastwards to Turkey.
Stat us (in Br it ain only )
Listed as Rare (RDB3) in Shirt (1987); provisionally revised to Vulnerable (RDB2) by
Falk ( 1991).
H abit at
To be expected where the host bee is found, which is mainly on open grassland and
clearings in broad-leaved woodland.
Fl ight per iod
Univolt ine; early April to late May.
N est ing bio logy
A cleptoparasite of  Andrena fulva (e.g.  Perkins 19 19a; Chambers 1949; Paxton & Pohl
1999).
Flowers visited
Dandelion, sallow and wood spurge.
Parasit es
None known.
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M ap 2 8 0 Bo m bu s bo h em icu s (Seidl, 1837)
[Apidae: Ap inae]
One of the socially parasit ic bumblebees formerly placed in the genus  Psithyrus,  which is
now regarded as a subgenus of Bombus. It is known to parasitise t he nests of  Bombus
lucorum. The general dist ribut ion is more northerly than that of its look-alike Bombus
vestalis,  which parasitises B. terrestris.
This may be a species which is showing signs of dist ribution change due to climat ic
factors.The map shows a number of post- I970 records in West Sussex, where it was
fair ly regularly found, although never commonly, in t he early 1970s but it has not been
recorded in t his county since 1990. However it should be noted t hat , in the early years
of the 20th Century, Sladen also remarked on its apparent absence from SE England.
Both males and females can be tentat ively ident ifi ed by the narrow yellow patches at
t he base of the white tail.These patches are generally less intense and extensive than in
B. vestal's. However, microscopic examinat ion will be required to reliably separate these
two species (see Alford 1975).
D istr ibut ion
The species occurs t hroughout the Brit ish Isles. However, as noted above, it is far more
frequent towards the nor t h.
This t rend to a nor therly distribut ion is repeated throughout most of Europe (but is
montane in the south), and across northern Asia.
Status (in Britain only)
This bee is not regarded as being scarce or threatened.
H abit at
It is found in a wide variety of habitats, as is its host .
Flight per iod
Females leave hibernat ion during April or May. New males and females are produced in
July and August.
Pollen collected
As this bee is parasit ic it does not collect pollen.This task is carried out by t he host
workers.
N est ing bio logy
After emerging from hibernat ion, the mated female seeks out a small  B. lucorum  nest
with a few workers.The female enters the nest furt ively and hides while it acquires t he
nest scent. It may then dominate, or kill, the host queen and take over the egg-laying
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Flower s visit ed
A wide range of plants from dif erent families.
Parasites
None specifi cally recorded in Britain •
M ap compiled by:  M Edwards and S P M Roberts.
Author of profile: M Edwards.
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for the colony.These eggs produce only new B.  bohemicus  females and males, which
take no part in the running of the colony, all work being done by the host workers.
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Map 28 1  Bo m b u s lap ida r iu s  (Lin naeus , 1758)
Status (in Britain only)
This bee is not regarded as being scarce or threatened.
[Ap idae: Ap inae]
A very dist inct ive bumblebee with extensive red marking over the last quarter of the
abdomen and no yellow bands on t he thorax of t he females; males have t he red tail and
(usually) extensive yellow markings on the face and thorax. Confusion with the much
rarer  B. ruderarius  is possible as the basic colour pattern is similar However, the
abdomen of t he female  B. ruderarius  is approximately circular in out line, whilst that of
B. lapidarius  is dist inct ly elongate.The corbicular hairs of female  B. lapidarius  are black,
not orange as in  B. ruderarius.The  males of  B. lapidarius  are generally brighter in colour
and the genitalia are very dif erent.
Distr ibut ion
W idely dist ributed throughout Britain and Ireland.This species has been extending its
range into nort hern Scotland in recent decades (M Macdonald, pers. comm.)
Overseas it occurs in Europe between the lat itudes of southern Scandinavia and
northern Italy, and from France eastwards to the Volga river (Laken 1973).
H abit at
Associated with a wide range of habitats, being one of t he bumblebees regularly
encountered in gardens as well as the open countryside and woodland.
Flight per iod
The species is eusocial, with queens emerging from hibernat ion in March, workers
present from April onwards, and males and new females from July to early October
Pollen collected
The species is polylect ic.
N est ing bio logy
Nests are underground and are started in old mammal nests. Populat ions are large,
with between 100 and 300 workers.The life-cycle is long, about 5 or 6 months.
The species is remarkable for its use of 't radit ional' hibernat ion sites, which are nort h-
facing banks, usually within open woodland. Large numbers of queens use these sites
year aft er year
Flowers visited
There are no clear fl ower-visit ing preferences for this species, although it is reputed to
be fond of visit ing yellow fl owers.
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Parasit es
This species is at tacked by the socially parasit ic bee Bombus  rupestris  (see At las Pt.3).
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M ap 2 8 2 Bo m bu s m o nt ico la  Sm ith , 1849
[Apidae: Apinae]
A very dist inctive bumblebee with extensive red marking over at least the last half of
the abdomen, and a very bright yellow band on the front of the thorax. It is closely
associated with higher alt itude habitat and there may be some associat ion with
highland areas which support bilberr ies  (Vaccinium  spp.) It has also been regularly
recorded at sea-level in nor thern England and Scotland.
D ist r ibut ion
Histor ically, w idely dist ributed throughout nor thern and western Britain and recent ly
recorded from Ireland.There are no records from south-east England. It was former ly
thought to occur on the higher areas of the Weald near Hindhead in Surrey. However,
the specimen in the Haslemere Museum collection has recent ly been re-examined by
D. Baldock and found to be a very well-coloured B.  lapidarius  (pers. comm.).There is
therefore no evidence for the presence of this species on the High Weald.There is a
marked modern decline in the dist ribut ion of this bumblebee throughout its former
range in Britain.
The species is boreo-alpine in western Europe only: nor thern and western
Fennoscandia, the Pyrenees, northern Italy, the Alps and Balkan mountains.The closely
related B.  lapponicus  has a more easterly distribution (Svensson 1979).
St at us (in Br it ain only)
This bee was not regarded as being scarce or threatened, but has now been included
on English Nature's Species Recovery Programme because of the modern evidence of
serious decline.
H abit at
Associated with mountain and moor land habitat , although scarce in pure moorland
areas. Recent research has shown a frequent connection with grassland habitats as well
as moorland ones.
Flight per iod
The species is eusocial, with queens emerging from hibernat ion in Apr il; workers are
present from May onwards, and males and new females from July to early October
Pollen collected
The species is polylect ic but shows a relat ively rest ricted choice of pollen sources,
including bilberr ies, clovers, t refoils and bramble.
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Nest ing biology
Nests are underground and are start ed in old mammal nest s. Nest sizes are fair ly small,
and t he colonies often have fewer than 50 workers.The life-cycle is also short , about 3-
4 months.
Flowers visit ed
There are clear fl ower-visiting preferences for this species, with bilber ries and sallow
being much used in spring; bird's-foot t refoil, clovers and raspberry and bramble in
early to mid summer and bell heather and bilberries in mid to late summer.
Parasit es
It is likely t hat this species is attacked by the socially parasit ic bee, Bombus sylvestris.
M ap comp iled by:  M Edwards and S P M Robert s.
Aut hor of profile: M Edwards.
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M a p 28 3 Bo m bu s m u s co r u m  (Linnaeus, 1758)
[k ph Lae : Ap in ae]
One of four brown bumblebees known from the Brit ish Isles; two of which,
B.  muscorum  and B.  humilis,  are declining great ly and are current ly included in research
undertaken by t he Bumblebee Working Group.The biology of these two species is very
similar. Both are associated with extensive areas of tall, but open, fl ower-r ich grasslands,
especially those which have many fl owers wit h long corollae, such as clovers, dead-
nettles and yellow-rat t le. B.  muscorum  is the more nor therly dist ributed species and
tends to occupy damper habitats in the south of the Brit ish Isles: however, both species
fl y together in several areas. Ident ifi cat ion is very difi cult in the fi eld. In females this
relies, in the main, on t he presence (B.  humilis)  or absence (B.  muscorum)  of black hairs
on the thorax in most specimens, although this dist inction is not complete. Under a
microscope, the form of t he pits from which certain of t he tergal hairs arise is the best
character.The form of t he male genitalia is diagnost ic but requires microscopic
examinat ion. Both species are readily confused with specimens of the much more
common B. pascuorum where t he black hairs on t he side of t he abdomen are very
reduced.This is a part icular problem towards the nor th.There are a number of dist inct
forms associated with some of the larger of -shore islands.
D ist r ibut io n
W idely dist ributed t hroughout Britain and Ireland, but showing signs of cont inuing
severe decline since 1970, especially in inland areas. Note that this will not show in the
post- I970 date class of t he published map. Now largely coastal wit h part icularly strong
populat ions associated with some of the larger of -shore islands.
Stat us (in Br it ain only)
Although not noted as being of conservat ion signifi cance in Falk ( 1991) it is likely t hat
its status is in need of revision.
H abit at
Associated with large areas of open, fl ower-rich grassland, although it may also be
found on fl ower-r ich areas within extensive moor land in N. England and Scot land.
Fl ight per iod
The species is eusocial, with queens emerging from hibernat ion in May, workers
present from June onwards and males and new females from July to early September.
Pollen collected
The species is polylectic but with a strong preference for fl owers of the Fabaceae,
Scrophulariacae, Lamiaceae and red-fl owered Asteraceae.
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Nest ing biology
Nests are made above-ground in tall, but open grassland. It is one of the carder-
bumblebees, which gather moss and dry grass to make the covering of t he nest . Nest
sizes are small, w ith between 40 and 120 workers (Loken 1973, von Hagen I 994).The
life of the nest is short , about 3 months.
Flower s v isit ed
Strongly associated with fl owers with longer corollae, especially Fabaceae,
Scrophulariacae, Lamiaceae and red-fl owered Asteraceae.
Parasites
This species may be attacked by the socially parasit ic species  Bombus campestris,  but
this requires confi rmat ion.
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M ap 2 8 4 B o m b u s p a s cu o r u m (Scopoli, 1763)
[Ap idae: Ap inad
One of four brow n bumblebees known from t he Brit ish Isles, two of which,
B.  muscorum  and B.  humilis,  are declining great ly. B.  pascuorum,  however, although it may
well be less frequent than it used to be, is currently extending its range nort hward,
being fairly recent ly found on Orkney. It may be seen in a great variety of habitats and
is a regular inhabitant of gardens. Ident ifi cat ion may be very diffi cult in the fi eld, unless
the black patches on t he sides of t he abdomen are well-developed, when the specimen
will defi nitely be this species. Pale specimens, which occur with greater frequency
towards the nor th, require very careful examinat ion, records being best based on
males, where the form of t he genitalia is diagnost ic (but requiring microscopic
examinat ion).
D ist r ibut ion
W idely dist ributed throughout Britain, Ireland and the Channel Islands.
Overseas: all but the more northerly areas of Europe and Asia to China.
Status (in Britain only)
This species not regarded as being of conservat ion concern.
H abit at
A wide range of habitats are used, providing suitable pollen and nectar sources are
available t hroughout t he life of the colony.
Flight per iod
The species is eusocial, with queens emerging from hibernat ion from March to June;
workers are present from April onwards, and males and new females from July to
October.The species may be two months later emerging in nort hern Scotland than in
the south and these dates allow for this.
Pollen co llect ed
The species is polylectic but with a preference for fl owers of the Fabaceae,
Scrophulariacae, Lamiaceae and red-fl owered Asteraceae.
N est ing bio logy
Nests are made above-ground in tall, but open grassland, under hedges and piles of
plant litt er. It may ocasionally use bird nest boxes and holes in t rees. It is one of the
carder-bees: these bees gather moss and dry grass to make the covering of the nest .
Nest sizes are fair ly small, with 60- 150 workers (Loken 1973; von Hagen I994).The
life-cycle of the nest is remarkably long, with workers st ill present in September and
October in some cases.
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Flowers visited
Associated wit h fl owers with longer corollae, especially Fabaceae, Scrophulariacae,
Lamiaceae and red-fl owered Asterat eae.
Parasites
This species is at tacked by the socially parasitic bee, Bombus  campestris.
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Map 285  Bo m bu s ve s ta li s (Geoffroy in Fou rcroy, 1785)
[Ap iidae: Ap inae]
One of the socially parasit ic bumblebees former ly placed in the genus  Psithyrus,  which is
now regarded as a sub-genus of  Bombus.  It is known to parasitise the nests of  Bombus
terrestris.The general dist ribut ion is more southerly than that of its look-alike, Bombus
bohemicus,  which matches the situat ion in the known hosts of these two species
(B.  lucorum  is the host of  B. bohemicus).This  may be a species which is showing signs of
distribut ion change due to climat ic factors. In view of t he northward extension of
distribut ion of several bumblebee species it w ill be interest ing to see whether B. vestalis
has also extended its range northwards. Both males and females can be suspected by
the narrow yellow patches at t he base of the white tail.These patches are generally
more intense and extensive t han in B. bohemicus, however, microscopic examinat ion will
be required to reliably separate the two species.
D istr ibution
W idely distributed in England,Wales and south-east Scotland. Now dist inct ly
uncommon on the Isles of Scilly (Beavis 2000).
Overseas, t he species occurs across Central and southern Europe, although it is scarce
in Scandinavia, occurr ing in the ext reme south only. In Asia, it is found from the
Caucasus to nor thern Iran (Loken 1984).
Status (in Britain only)
This bee is not regarded as being scarce or threatened.
H abit at
It is found in a wide variety of habitats, as is its host
Flight per iod
Females leave hibernat ion during April or May. New males and females are produced in
July and August.
Pollen co llected
As this bee is parasit ic, it does not collect pol len.This task is carr ied out by the host
workers.
N est ing bio logy
After emerging from hibernat ion during April t he mated female seeks out a small
B. terrestris nest with a few workers.The female sneaks into the nest and hides while it
acquires the nest scent . It may dominate, or kill, the host queen and takes over the egg
laying for the colony.These eggs produce only new B. vestal's females and males, which
take no part in t he running of the colony, all work being done by the host workers.
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Flowers visited
A wide range of plants from dif erent families.
Parasites
None specifi cally recorded in Britain.
M ap compiled by:  M Edwards and S P M Roberts.
Author of profile:  N Edwards.
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LI S T OF P LA N T N A M E S
The names of plants follow those of the New fl ora of the British Isles (Stace 1997).
Note that in this list , vernacular names of individual species are t reated as proper
nouns. Collect ive nouns for genera or other groups of species start with a lower case
let ter.The old collect ive term 'umbellifers' is oft en st ill used for members of the family
now known as the Apiaceae
Angelica,W ild
apple
Aster, Sea
bedstraws
beech
bilberry
Bilberry, Bog
Bindweed, Field
Bird's-foot-t refoil, Common
Blackthorn
bramble
bridewort
Broornrape, Ivy
Burdock
Burnet, Great
Buckthorn,Alder
buttercup
Buttercup, Creeping
Campion, Sea
carrots
Carrot ,W ild
Cat-mint
cat 's-ear
Chervil, Rough
cinquefoil
clover
Clover, Red
Clover,W hite
Colt's-foot
Cowberry
Cranberry
Crane's-bill, Bloody
Daisy, Crown
Daisy, Oxeye
dandelion
Angelica  sylvestris
Malus domestica
Aster  tripolium
Galium  species
Fagus sylvatica
Vaccinium  species
Vaccinium uliginosum
Convolvulus  arvensis
Lotus  corniculatus
Prunus spinosa
Rubus fruticosus  agg.
Spiraea species
Orobanche hederae
Arctium  species
Sanguisorba offi cinalis
Frangula alnus
Ranunculus  species
Ranunculus  repens
Silene uniflora
Daucus  species
Daucus carota
Nepeta  cataria
Hypochaeris species
Chaerophyllum temulum
Potent; Ila  species
Trifolium  species
Trifolium pretense
Trifolium repens
Tussilago farfara
Vaccinium vitis-idaea
Vaccinium  oxycoccos
Geranium sanguineum
Chrysanthemum  coronarium
Chrysanthemum leucanthemum
Taraxacum  species
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Dewberry
Dog-violet, Common
Dogwood
Elder
Evening-pr imrose
Fennel
Fleabane, Common
Goldenrod
Gooseberry
Gorse
Ground-ivy
Harebell
hawkbit
Hawk's-beard, Smooth
hawk's-beard
Hawkweed, Mouse-ear-
hawkweed
Hawthorn
hawthorn
Heath, Cross-leaved
heaths
Heather
Heather, Bell
Hogweed
Holly
Ivy
Knapweed, Common
Knapweed, Greater
knapweeds
knotgrass
knotweeds
Loganberry
Mallow
Maple
Marram
rnayweed
Meadowsweet
Mignonett e,W ild
mint
mouse-ear-hawkweed
Mustard, Garlick
mustards
Nipplewort
oak
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Rubus caesius
Viola riviniana
Thelycrania sanguinea
Sambucus nigra
Oenothera  species
Foeniculum vulgare
Pulicaria dysenterica
Solidago virgaurea
Ribes  uva-crispa
Ulex  europaeus
Glechoma hederacea
Campanula rotundifolia
Leontodon species
Crepis  capillaris
Crepis species
Pilosella  species
Hieroceum  species
Crataegus monogyna
Crataegus  species
Erica tetralix
Erica  species
Calluna vulgaris
Erica  cinerea
Heracleum sphondylium
Ilex aquifolium
Hedera helix
Centaurea nigra
Centaurea scabioso
Centaurea species
Polygonum  species
Fallopia  species
Rubus loganobaccus
Ma Iva  species
Acer species
Ammophila arenaria
Matricaria/Tripleurospermum  species
Filipendula ulmaria
Reseda  lutea
Mentha  species
Pilosella  species
Al liana  petiolata
various genera and species
Lapsana communis
Quercus species
oxtongue  Picris  species
parsnip,W ild  Pastinaca sativa
Peach  Prunus  persica
Pimpernel,Yellow  Lysimachia nemorum
plums  Prunus  species
Primrose  Primula vulgaris
Reed, Common  Phragmites australis
ragwort Senecio species
Raspberry  Rubus idaeus
Reed, Common  Phragmites australis
rhododendron  Rhododendron  species
Rock-rose, Common  Helianthemum nummularium
roses Rosa species
Sainfoin  Onobrychis  viciifofi a
sallow  Sa lix  species
Scabious, Devil's-bit  Succisa pratensis
Scabious, Field  Knautia arvensis
Sheep's-bit  Jasione montana
Si lverweed  Potentilla anserina
Snapdragon  Antirrhinum maj us
Sor rel, Sheep's  Rumex acetosella
sow-t hist le Sonchus species
Spearwort , Lesser  Ranunculus fl ammula
speedwell  Veronica  species
Speedwell, Germander  Veronica chamaedrys
Spurge, Sea  Euphorbia porolias
Spurge,Wood  Euphorbia amygdaloides
St itchwort , Greater  Stel laria holostea
St itchwort , Lesser  Stel laria graminea
stonecrop  Sedum  species
Sycamore  Acer  pseudoplatanus
thist le various genera and species
Thist le, Creeping  Cirsium arvense
thyme  Thymus  species
Torment il, Common  Potentilla erecta
Traveller's-joy  Clematis vitalba
t refoils  Trifolium  species
Turnip Brassica  rapa
Vetch, Kidney  Anthyllis vulneraria
Vetch, Horseshoe  Hippocrepis comosa
water-dropworts Oenanthe species
Wayfaring-t ree  Viburnum lantana
willow  Sa x  species
W inter-cress  Barbarea vulgaris
yarrow  Achillea  species
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CUM ULA TI VE I N D EX TO SP E CIES I N PA R TS 1 to 5
Synonyms and misident ifi cat ion names referred to in the text are listed in italics.Valid
names are listed in normal typeface. Species in this part are in bold.
14 I
142
143
144
145
146
147
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